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“No scientist will quarrel with [the] belief that the experiment in Southern            
California will work out to the benefit of the Saxon” 
 
- Charles Fletcher Lummis, 1896 
 
 
 
“I went to the River Station for an hour, and crossed over into the dirt and grime                 
of Mexican Los Angeles” 
 
- G. Bromley Oxnam, diary entry, Los Angeles, 1913 
 
 
 
“walkin’ along by the l.a. River 
stepping on broken glass, kicking cans 
she’s tellin’ me i don’t even know her 
i guess there’s some things i won’t understand 
i’d love to float away like old tom sawyer 
i’d love to run away and be huck finn 
poor river 
empty river” 
 
- E., “l.a. River,” 1993 
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Abstract 
 
The neoliberal restructuring of global cities has allowed larger scales of           
investment that has catalyzed and enlarged gentrification processes. The impacts          
of gentrification today have the potential to transcend individual communities and           
affect the whole city. Building on the “rent gap” theory, I examine the reasons              
and ways capital is injected in capital-deficient neighborhoods, and how the           
inflow of capital affects the spatial scales in which the process of gentrification is              
occurring today. While there are studies on the impacts local green           
infrastructure-spending and greening initiatives can have on neighborhood        
gentrification, we know less about how large, arterial green infrastructure projects           
contribute to a city-wide understanding of gentrification. This thesis extends          
existing work on gentrification by using a case study of a 51-mile long             
green-infrastructure project that aims to revitalize the Los Angeles River. I focus            
on understanding the spatial scales at which processes of gentrification operate,           
through analyzing historic and current patterns of real estate speculation. By           
using historic home ownership loan corporation (HOLC) spatial data regarding          
where areas were restricted for loans, and modern turnover in acquisition of            
residential, industrial, and commercial properties, I study the impact the Los           
Angeles River has had on changing real estate speculation patterns along the Los             
Angeles River and its potential for future investment. As investors and           
developers start seeing spatial investment opportunities that transcend just a          
singular neighborhood, this research aims to further an emerging conversation on           
how city-wide green infrastructure projects can contribute to the theoretical          
conversation about the spatial patterns of gentrification in 21st-century global          
cities. The Los Angeles River offers hypotheses to be explored that green            
city-wide infrastructure projects can produce new forms of real estate speculation           
and acquisition, therefore contributing to a much larger discussion on the           
enlarging fiscal, spatial, and social processes of gentrification.  
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Introduction 
 
The city, concept, and phenomenon of Los Angeles can never be divorced            
from its image of open space. Palm trees, wide freeways, and blue skies for over               
a century have forged a guise of opportunity and expansion. However, beyond            
the shining Hollywood lights and stars that can be found in Los Angeles, the              
central part of Los Angeles’ landscape is dominated by litter, railyards, and            
homeless encampments. In the 21st century, as cities increasingly compete for           
investment at a national and international level, they need to create environments            
that are seen as safe, attractive, and which offer a range of amenities and facilities               
to their workers and tourists (Madanipour, 2003, Moskowitz, 2017). The City of            
Los Angeles is desperate for a rebranding in preparation for the 2028 Summer             
Olympics. In response, the City has invested in multiple megaprojects (temporary           
endeavours characterized by large investment commitment, vast complexity, and         
long-lasting impact on the economy, the environment, and society) including a           
massive restructuring of the Metro and the ambitious project of completely           
transforming the 51-mile long Los Angeles River.  
Los Angeles is not the first city in the age of neoliberal restructuring to              
undergo a megaproject that would introduce significantly more green space to the            
city. Atlanta’s Beltline, Chicago’s 606, and New York’s High Line are all            
examples of completed infrastructure projects that have commodified “green         
space” as a way to attract capital and investment on a city-wide scale. Cities of               
all sizes in the United States are in the process of creating similar projects:              
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Houston’s Bayou Greenways, Philadelphia’s Rail Park, and Miami’s Under Line          
are just some examples. Like other similar brownfield-redevelopment green         
infrastructure projects, the Los Angeles River has therefore become perceived as a            
potential building block to attract investment at a national and international level.            
In relation to similar ambitious green infrastructure projects, the Los Angeles           
River poses negative consequences as weak versions of ecological modernization          
have proven to be dominated by technocratic and corporatist approaches for           
resolving environment-economy contradictions (Shiva, 1993, Wolch, 2007).  
While the City of Los Angeles today frames the LA River initiative as a              
new way to attract capital, the motives for renaturalizing the Los Angeles River             
decades old. For the past twenty years, a slew of initiatives (i.e. Friends of the               
Los Angeles River, Heal the Bay, Unpave LA, and the Tree People) have taken an               
ecological approach to making the Los Angeles River an axis of community            
development along its banks (Desfor and Keil, 2000). Unlike many of the            
aforementioned green city-wide infrastructure projects, the Los Angeles River         
was once “green” and has had continued community interest to revitalize the            
river. ​Building off of Neil Smith’s “rent gap” theory (Smith, 1987) and the             
the “waves” of gentrification (Hackworth and Smith, 2001), where         
gentrification is conceptually framed as a return of capital to areas of            
disinvestment, I argue that city-wide green infrastructure projects across the          
United States, including the Los Angeles River, contribute a new          
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understanding to spatially approaching where capital flows in 21st century          
cities.  
Due to their appeal of sustainability and economic prosperity, the attempt           
for greener, more hopeful cities irrevocably is tied with the political and economic             
motives of politicians, developers, and residents (Wolch, 2007). For this reason,           
green city-wide infrastructure projects are almost always supported by all levels           
of the state, but can have tremendous negative impacts on local residents. Green             
infrastructure projects, arguably, are created to draw employers, residents, and          
ultimately capital to sell cities themselves as an “international brand” and           
prioritize the opportunity for the accumulation of capital, not the betterment of the             
people. While there have been studies connecting green infrastructure projects to           
gentrification (Curran and Hamilton, 2018, Checker, 2011, Gould and Lewis,          
2017), there has been significantly less work published addressing the size of            
green infrastructure projects and the impacts they have on a city, not a             
neighborhood, scale. This thesis draws on the Los Angeles River revitalization           
efforts to understand the spatial relationship between rent gaps, scales of           
gentrification, and green infrastructure projects in the 21st century. While there           
are a plethora of articles addressing green infrastructure projects on a multitude of             
scales (known in academia as “urban greenways”), I coin the term GCWIP (green             
city-wide infrastructure project) to contribute a term that explicitly engages with           
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green infrastructure projects on a scale that exceeds at least two neighborhoods.            1
Gentrification is often studied as a local issue, and this thesis uses an upcoming              
green infrastructure project to pose new conceptual and methodological         
frameworks for approaching the spatial scales of gentrification. There is a call for             
a new set of terms that imply the connectivity and city-wide scale of             
gentrification. The crux of this thesis is to describe an overlooked spatial            
dynamic of gentrification and see how it is influencing the geography of urban             
development in contexts where undervalued and largely industrial areas are now           
seen as opportunity for profit rather than vagabond spaces to avoid. I aim to              
contribute to literature on the geographies of gentrification (Lees, 2012) and           
understand the role GCWIPs play in that process. I position my methods as an              
informed and deliberate strategy to advance my inquiry and contribute to the            
existing broader conversations regarding both gentrification and green        
gentrification. With this being said, my research question is as follows: ​under            
consideration of the “rent gap”, what is the relationship between city-wide green            
infrastructure projects and gentrification in an increasingly neoliberal city?  
While today the city is notorious for its car-centric suburban layout, the            
conglomerated and elongated municipalities we call “Los Angeles” today         
burgeoned from the fertile Los Angeles River. The rivers and streams in Los             
Angeles from the beginning of European settlement served more than just as a             
1 To the best of my knowledge, there is no term that explicitly refers to green infrastructure projects on solely a 
city-wide scale. 
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physical landmark; they helped further divide Los Angeles into specific ethnic           
and class spaces. The Los Angeles River was used to socially and physically             
separate the old “Mexican Los Angeles” from the new, “white” Los Angeles            
(Deverell, 2005, 285). Despite its divisive role, both sides of the river were             
deemed devoid of value for their vulnerability to flooding, poor soil, and lack of              
flat ground. This resulted in the formation of many locally unwanted land uses             
(LULUs), including manufacturing, industrial, and toxic sites. Today, Los         
Angeles sees the transformation of the 51-mile waterway as an economic           
opportunity to attract capital, and provides the ecologic-restoration opportunity         
that communities have been advocating for decades. However, disproportionate         
large amounts of private and public investment have historically lead to           
displacement, and can privilege wealthier communities (Betsky, 2016, Shin et al.,           
2015). The Los Angeles River, therefore, has the potential to reinforce racial,            
ethnic, and economic divides. It was the neglect in investment towards areas            
along the River that contributed to the current neighborhoods’ economic          
stagnation, and it is ironically the same river today that has the potential to bring               
in a flood of economic regeneration that community members fear will end up             
forcing them out (Khafagy, 2018).  
Today, many neighborhoods in American cities, including those in Los          
Angeles, are undergoing processes of gentrification. Gentrification has generally         
been defined as a process “by which central urban neighborhoods that have            
undergone disinvestments and economic decline experience a reversal,        
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reinvestment, and the in-migration of a relatively well-off-middle- and upper          
middle-class population” (Smith, 1998, 198). Over time, gentrification has         
undergone larger economic and political restructuring, to the point today that           
economic forces driving gentrification have eclipsed cultural factors, “as the scale           
of investment is greater and the level of corporate, as opposed to smaller-scale             
capital, has grown” (Hackworth and Smith, 2001). Federal and local states are            
more pressured to actively pursue redevelopment as ways of generating tax           
revenue, which has allowed for the diffusion of gentrification into more remote            
portions of the urban landscapes (Hackworth and Smith, 2001). As green           
infrastructure projects such as the High Line in New York or the Beltline in              
Atlanta surpass multiple neighborhoods, experience increased involvement from        
the real estate industry that orchestrates reinvestment (rather than the state),           
furthers displacement, city-wide green infrastructure projects are studied as         
catalysts for the processes of gentrification in a city (Gould and Lewis, 2017,             
Curran and Hamilton, 2018, and Checker, 2011). I encourage academia to further            
examine the spatial (Lees, 2012) and temporal (Hackworth and Smith, 2001)           
frameworks in which gentrification and green infrastructure projects are studied.          
Gentrification is often studied as a local or neighborhood issue, but infrastructure            
projects that transcend more than merely a singular neighborhood affect whole           
districts within a city, if not the whole entity of a city (Lees, 2012, Ward, 2010,                
and McFarlane, 2010). To address gentrification in the 21st century, non-profits           
and government agencies must approach the phenomenon in contexts of city-wide           
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issues. Cities which are incorporating green city-wide infrastructure projects have          
already undergone the traditional waves of gentrification (Hackworth and Smith,          
2001), but these new infrastructure projects posit new spatial dimensions for           
gentrification. Today, some policy action and community organization groups         
which already address gentrification, such as The City Project and RiverLA, are            
starting to connect neighboring communities experiencing gentrification on more         
than just a neighborhood-based level. Even the City of Los Angeles states that             
this “region-wide effort should not be ignored in [the Los Angeles River            
Revitalization] implementation...while the River Corridor is only one small         
portion of the total urban area of Los Angeles and the region, the City and its                
communities, through the [revitalization master plan] implementation, can begin         
to identify locally-appropriate approaches to address gentrification” (City of Los          
Angeles, 2007, 10:5). Analyzing the relationship between green city-wide         
infrastructure projects (GCWIPs) and gentrification is still in its infancy stage           
(Anguelovski et al., 2018). Building off of the work of Esther G. Kim (Curran              
and Hamilton, 2018), I explore the spatial patterns of historic and modern real             
estate speculation patterns in the LA region to understand the Los Angeles River’s             
relationship with redefining spatial approaches to the study of gentrification.          
Gentrification is often studied as the flows of “power and capital in nature”             
(Moore, 2014), but this thesis calls for an approach that studies the quite literal              
flows of nature​ ​in capital and power.  
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Los Angeles as a case study was chosen for multiple reasons.           
Neighborhoods in Los Angeles have experienced gentrification relatively late         
compared to other American cities, such as San Francisco, Washington, D.C., and            
New York (Lees, 2012). Some explanations include that Los Angeles is a            
relatively young city, its status as a global city might attract global capital             
speculation in different ways from mid-sized American cities, the city is more            
progressive in their approach to Smart Growth policies, and the fact that            
gentrification often happens in dense areas, which Los Angeles by no means is.             
Furthermore, there is a call by academics and policy makers to understand cities             
differently from the way in which they have been theorized comparatively in the             
past (Ward, 2010, McFarlane, 2010, Lees, 2012) which is often through a            
comparative urbanism approach. Despite its late occurrence and lack of density,           
gentrification has entered the built environment of Los Angeles, before          
development of green infrastructure projects, as seen in neighborhoods Highland          
Park, Silver Lake, and Boyle Heights. Previous GCWIPs (i.e. New York’s High            
Line and Chicago’s 606) contributed to gentrification, but were located in areas            
that were already prone to gentrification (centrally located, dense, low-income          
communities). However, due to its natural ontological history, the Los Angeles           
River challenges the classic narrative of ​where gentrification occurs, and spans           
through neighborhoods that vary in socio-economic income, density, and location.          
Los Angeles will be used to understand the causal processes in which a GCWIP              
contributes to new spatial rent gaps that form the geographies of gentrification.  
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This thesis analyzes the geography of gentrification through a lens of           
green city-wide infrastructure projects. Processes of gentrification that occur in          
Los Angeles are examined through studying the historic spatial patterns of real            
estate speculation throughout the Los Angeles metropolitan area in comparison to           
the current acquisition/change of ownership patterns along the Los Angeles River.           
For historic spatial economic real estate speculation data, I use Home Owners’            
Loan Corporation (HOLC) “redlining” maps from the 1930s which provided a           
framework of systematic denial of various financial services. Neighborhoods         
with higher grades were able to receive more loans and investments from banks.             
To analyze modern real estate speculation patterns, I focus on the change of             
ownership among properties (mostly non-residential) in Los Angeles from         
2007-2017. Areas experiencing higher clusters of change of ownership imply that           
banks, real estate firms, and other companies are interested in consuming the land             
to change how it will ultimately be used. Therefore, areas with higher property             
acquisition rates are likely to be magnets for investment in the future; areas with              
higher investment in capital-deficient neighborhoods are more likely to         
experience processes of gentrification (Eckerd, 2011, Essoka, 2010).  
Through this approach, this thesis analyzes city-wide real estate         
speculation patterns in detail. Residential and non-residential properties that have          
changed ownership from 2007-2017 are compared in many different contexts,          
including their relation to formerly redlined neighborhoods, socio-economic        
status, and race. However, to take in account for the different spatial and             
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economic contexts that occur on a smaller, neighborhood level, this thesis           
employs four case studies of neighborhoods along the Los Angeles River.           
Understanding the specific spatial and social contexts of these neighborhoods,          
along with their diversity in socioeconomic status, level of density, and historic            
patterns of investment, will help contextualize the impacts the Los Angeles River            
revitalization efforts will have on individual neighborhoods in relation to          
gentrification.  
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Chapter 1: Evolution of Gentrification and Green Infrastructure Projects 
  
This thesis analyzes the role of a green city-wide infrastructure project           
(GCWIP) in Los Angeles and how it contributes to the spatial dimensions of             
gentrification in its political, social, and regional context. Gentrification is an           
economic, cultural, political, social, and institutional phenomenon that is         
constantly evolving (Hackworth and Smith, 2001). As urban scholars search for           
new methods of understanding gentrification (Lees, 2012, Ward, 2010,         
McFarlane, 2010), understanding the geography and scale of investment can offer           
a valuable alternative frame to an approach of one size fits all gentrification             
models/programs/policies (Lees, 2012). The first subsection of this literature         
review covers gentrification literature that specifically relates to geographies of          
capital speculation. This subsection begins with foundational definitions and I          
use author Neil Smith’s definition of gentrification as a starting point. Once a             
preliminary understanding of gentrification is established, I discuss the evolution          
and “waves” of gentrification and how today, gentrification is part of a larger             
discourse surrounding 21st century globalist cities with emphasis on placing these           
in a non-keynesian, post-Fordist, neoliberal context. I conclude this subsection          
with literature analyzing the potential for mitigating the impacts of gentrification,           
including justice and resilience movements.  
The second subsection focuses on green-infrastructure and how this fits          
into evolving concepts for analyzing gentrification. My research is concerned          
with the green infrastructure being planned along the Los Angeles River. This            
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urban infrastructure project is city-wide and I use this research to analyze the             
question of whether ​city-wide green infrastructure projects are helping to form a            
consistent new geographical pattern of speculation across Los Angeles, and if so,            
should new comparative frames of gentrification be updated. Because the Los           
Angeles revitalization process is not complete, I use three examples of completed            
GCWIPs to construct a framework to understand their role with gentrification in            
their respective cities. The first green-infrastructure project that will be studied is            
New York’s High Line. This will be followed by Chicago’s 606 and then,             
Atlanta’s Beltline. Once I have established the spatial scales and effects of these             
arterial urban megaprojects, I will place these in the context of the history and              
functions of parks in American history and their evolution. I conclude this            
subsection with a discussion of public sectors promoting more green space           
through the allowance of the private sector to fulfill public needs.  
As the impacts of gentrification begin to transcend individual communities          
and affect the whole city, this final subsection contextualizes the geographies of            
historical investment in Los Angeles that affected the processes of gentrification.           
This subsection analyzes redlining and brownfield/industrial zoning and their         
relationship to their respective geographies and scales of investment (or lack           
thereof) in Los Angeles. While gentrification is often studied in a localized or             
neighborhood context, I conclude by stating that this research aims to fuel an             
emerging conversation on how city-wide social and physical projects, in this case            
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GCWIPs, can catalyze broader patterns of gentrification in 21st century global           
cities.  
 
Gentrification 
As this thesis engages with comparative urbanism and attempts to forge           
new alternative comparative frameworks for gentrification, the literature        
regarding gentrification focuses on the intersection of public and economic          
policies that affect social use of space, and in particular, non-residential use of             
space. As a foundational definition to build off of, I have chosen to use Neil               
Smith’s (1998, 198) definition of gentrification: “the process by which central           
urban neighborhoods that have undergone disinvestments and economic decline         
experience a reversal, reinvestment, and the in-migration of a relatively          
well-off-middle- and upper middle-class population.” . Smith explicitly addresses         
the relationship between globalization, neoliberalism, and the changing role of the           
local state in contemporary gentrification. In addition, he argues that          
gentrification is a “back-to-the-city” movement of capital (or return of investment           
to places that were abandoned for investment), where people are still making            
decisions about where capital flows (Smith, 1996). A large motivation for           
investing capital in these undervalued areas, is what Smith calls the “rent gap”, or              
investing into place that has a sufficient gap between actual and potential land             
values (Smith, 1987).  
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In addition to Smith’s definitional approaches to gentrification, I use the           
work of John R. Logan and Harvey L. Molotch to understand the more abstract              
approach to places and neighborhoods functioning as commodities (Logan and          
Molotch, 1987). Logan and Molotch argue that places can (and should) be the             
“basis not only for carrying on a life but also for exchange in a market” (Logan                
and Molotch, 1987, 1). Neighborhoods are therefore not simply affected by the            
institutional maneuvers surrounding them. Places are those machinations, and         
must be interpreted as commodities in a capitalist context; places are           
commodities. In addition to Logan and Molotch, I use the research and analysis             
of David Harvey (1989), Edward Soja (1980), and Henri Lefebvre (1991) who use             
Marxist analysis to explain the organization of space as a material product, with             
the relationship between social and spatial structures of urbanism.  
Over the course of the past century, the banks of the Los Angeles River              
have been filled with predominantly commercial and industrial properties rather          
than residential, and therefore serve as the main point of study in this thesis.              
These non-residential properties, including commercial, dry farm, irrigated farm,         
industrial, institutional, and recreational units therefore warrant a definitional         
approach towards gentrification that is more cognizant of commercial, rather than           
residential gentrification. For a more commercial approach towards the definition          
of gentrification, I draw on the works of Rerat et al. (2009). While gentrification              
has long referred to the physical and social transformation of central areas through             
rehabilitation of existing housing stock and population displacement by more          
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affluent households, Rerat et al. (2009) engage with “new-build gentrification”,          
where the concept of gentrification includes new high-status developments.         
These high-status developments, including the regeneration of brownfield sites         
and demolition/reconstruction of existing residential areas, do not always cause          
direct population displacement. However, Rerat et al. argue that the indirect           
consequences merit these developments to be analyzed under the gentrification          
lens.  
While I use foundational definitions of gentrification from scholars who          
helped shape initial conversations about gentrification (i.e. Smith, Logan and          
Molotch), gentrification continues to operate in contexts that earlier work did not            
anticipate. In current gentrification literature, there are emerging discussions         
regarding the role of the built green environment and its impact on gentrification             
(Gould and Lewis, 2017, Curran and Hamilton, 2018, Checker, 2011). This thesis            
draws on Gould and Lewis’ definition of green gentrification, which is the            
process of “greening initiatives followed by gentrification” (Gould and Lewis,          
2017, 2). In addition to Gould and Lewis, Checker examines the intersection of             
environmental justice activism and state-sponsored sustainable urban       
development. Checker argues that while “greening” an area might seem          
politically neutral on the surface, the process poses unintended consequences that           
allow it to be swept up in the multiplicity of factors that foment gentrification and               
displacement (Checker, 2011). Wolch et al. (2014) as well highlight that as many             
US cities have implemented strategies to increase the supply of urban green            
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space, this has paradoxically created environmental justice problems due to          
increased housing costs and property values. These authors argue that the United            
States government on municipal, state, and federal levels, has adopted a neoliberal            
order that arguably fails to address citizens’ most basic needs “in order to             
subsidize the financial sector and take on grandiose projects designed to attract            
capital” (Checker, 2011, 212). Citizens and communities are reacting in many           
different ways, as can be seen in the book compiled by editors Curran and              
Hamilton, ​Just Green Enough: Urban Development and Environmental        
Gentrification​, a compilation of multiple essays regarding environmental        
gentrification. This book offers many suggestions to how communities can          
engage with creating a diverse green economic landscape that contains a mixture            
of capitalist and non-capitalist forms of labor, production, and ownership (Curran           
& Hamilton, 2018) without inherently producing processes of gentrification.         
Unlike the early stages of green gentrification, which was originally studied under            
the wider set of urban dynamics involved in displacing homeless people, the more             
recent definitions and approaches to studying green gentrification involve the          
“convergence of urban re-development, ecologically minded initiatives and        
environmental justice activism in an era of advanced capitalism”, which          
emphasizes the “subordination of equity and social justice...to profit-driven         
development intended for future, often wealthier, residents” (Curran & Hamilton,          
2018, 51).  
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To explain the evolution of gentrification through a political economic          
lense, Hackworth and Smith (2001) explore the “waves” of gentrification, which           
are determined by the extent of state involvement. Hackworth and Smith           
highlight three different waves of gentrification. The first wave of gentrification,           
which occurred prior to the economic recession that settled through the global            
economy in 1973, was highly localised and significantly funded by the public            
sector in an attempt to counteract the private-market economic decline of central            
city neighborhoods (Hackworth & Smith, 2001). The second wave emerged in           
the late 1970s, and is defined by Hackworth and Smith as gentrification’s time of              
“expansion and resistance”. Neighborhoods were beginning to be seen as real           
estate “frontiers”, and most local state efforts were focused on prodding the            
private market (e.g. block grants, enterprise zones) through ​laissez-faire policies          
rather than directly orchestrating the gentrification. It is at this wave that            
gentrification enters a wider range of economic and cultural processes.  
The third wave of gentrification, which we arguably are still in, emerged            
after the stock market crash of 1987. Post-recession gentrification, as Hackworth           
and Smith call it, is defined by economic forces driving gentrification that eclipse             
cultural factors (e.g. artist communities, architecture, local shops), “as the scale of            
investment is greater and the level of corporate, as opposed to smaller-scale            
capital, has grown” (Hackworth & Smith, 2001, 468). The third wave of            
gentrification is significant to this thesis in multiple ways: gentrification is           
expanding to more remote neighborhoods beyond the immediate urban core (the           
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historic central business district, or CBD), major developers are becoming more           
involved in the gentrifying process, and most importantly for the sake of this             
thesis, the government is now more involved in the gentrification process than the             
second-wave, at the local, state, and national level (Hackworth & Smith, 2001).  
In the second wave, local state efforts were focused on encouraging the            
private market through ​laissez-faire policies. Today, however, state intervention         
plays a significantly different role in the third wave. The United States            
government has subtly encouraged non-Keynesian modes of ​local governance         
(Gaffikin & Warf, 1993), through the national level. Gentrification seems to be            
more linked to “large-scale capital than ever, as large developers rework entire            
neighborhoods, often with state support” (Hackworth and Smith, 2001, 467). As           
the government has encouraged an “entrepreneurial local state” (Harvey, 1989),          
developers are now increasingly the first to orchestrate reinvestment as opposed           
to before, where the local state government would attempt to ‘tame’ the            
neighborhood (Hackworth and Smith, 2001).  
Gentrification is the global urban strategy of the 21st century to link a new              
globalism with new urbanist ideologies; the neoliberal state has become the agent            
of, rather than the regulator of, the market. Andrew E.G. Jonas et al. (2011)              
emphasize that capital is increasingly mobile. Cities, or rather the economic and            
political interests within them, are not mobile, and must engage “proactively with            
global capitalism and promote growth or urban business elites and politicians” to            
sustain a growing economy (Jonas et al., 2011, 2538). Jonas et al. argue that              
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building large infrastructure projects with public amenities intensifies interurban         
competition, attracting both employers and residents to the city from around the            
country and the world. For this reason, large infrastructure projects, such as            
parks, waterfronts, squares, etc. are being built not for sustainability or social            
goals, but rather economic competitiveness (Jonas et al., 2011).  
Today, there is still little literature actively engaging with the different           
geographical scales of gentrification. In her article ​The geography of          
gentrification: Thinking through comparative urbanism​, author Loretta Lees        
(2012) attempts to address this academic gap through connecting gentrification          
literature to comparative urbanism. Comparative urbanism, as a field of inquiry,           
“aims at developing knowledge, understanding, and generalization at a level          
between what is true of all cities and what is true of one city at a given point in                   
time” (Nijman, 2007). As Lees points out, studying gentrification in a larger            
regional framework is difficult because there is a need for a relational and             
reflexive analysis that is “sensitive to geographic, historical, and institutional          
contingencies, rather than absolutist and categorical approaches in which         
political-economic functions are rigidly, exclusively and unambiguously fixed at         
particular scales” (Lees, 2012, 157). Lees uses Nijman’s (2007) work, drawing           
out four theoretical questions fundamental to comparative urbanism: (1) questions          
about the spatial identification of the city itself and of the wider urban, economic              
and political system it is in; (2) the role of the state or city-state; (3) the                
relationship between globalization and the urban; and (4) questioning whether          
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globalization means urban convergence (Lees, 2012). These are all good          
questions for understanding the geographies of gentrification, and Lees herself          
states that Los Angeles “might be a good place to begin to look for alternative               
comparative frames” (Lees, 2012, 159). Today, in regards to green gentrification,           
academics in relation to the Los Angeles River have questioned the identification            
of the city itself with the wider urban, economic, and political system it is in.               
There has been an increased role of the state ​and city-state in the revitalization              
process, the project strives to maintain a “global image”, and is an excellent case              
study that questions whether globalization means urban convergence.  
While Lees (2012) calls for new frameworks to understand the          
geographies of gentrification, green infrastructure projects are never explicitly         
mentioned. Urban greening projects are creating elite enclaves of environmental          
privilege at a city level (as opposed to a neighborhood scale), and I draw on the                
works of Anguelovski et al. who take in account the magnitude, scope, and             
manifestations of green gentrification through a comparative urbanist lense.         
Building on Neil Smith’s rent gap theory, Anguelovski et al. create a new term              
that relates to this thesis: “green gaps”. Green gaps describe how “municipalities,            
investors, and privileged residents find new potential ‘green rents’ from greening           
projects, couching them in discourses of win-win benefits and public goods for            
all” (Anguelovski et al., 2018). By addressing the magnitude of these projects,            
Anguelovski et al. call for new research that would expand the theories, research             
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designs, and empirical materials needed to understand the socio-spatial dynamics          
and ramifications of green gentrification.  
 
Green-Infrastructure and the Neoliberal Restructuring of 21st Century Cities 
The second subsection of the literature review engages with urban, open           
public space and their functions in the 21st century. More specifically, I draw             
upon literature that focuses on the politics of place, identity, and environmental            
justice and the dialectical relationship these have with large-scale greening          
projects. Since its debut in 2009, New York City’s High Line has generated             
economic success, global publicity, and a positive contribution to city life (Kao,            
2014). The High Line was a former elevated railroad spur on the west side of               
Manhattan, and was converted into an elevated linear park. Ever since, cities            
have used the High Line’s success as a model to create large-scale greening             
projects that create an environmental connected tissue that spans throughout the           
city. This includes Atlanta’s Beltline, Dallas’ Highway Cap Park, Chicago’s 606,           
and now Los Angeles’ 51-mile LA River (Bliss, 2017). Since 2009, there has             
been an abundant increase in literature examining the racial and socio-economic           
impacts these greening projects have. I use Atlanta’s Beltline (Pendergrast,          
2017), New York’s High Line (Betsky, 2016), and Chicago’s 606 (Sisson, 2018)            
as case studies to help understand the gaps in the literature regarding Los             
Angeles’ ambitious river project. 
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New York’s High Line, Chicago’s 606, and Atlanta’s Beltline are all           
green city-wide infrastructure projects (GCWIPs) integrated in the urban fabric          
that participate in a neoliberal restructuring of the American city. All of these             
GCWIPs stemmed from areas hosting a plethora of locally unwanted land uses,            
pollution, and contamination. While Smith has argued that the general processes           
of disinvestment and housing stock decline create rent gaps (Smith, 1987),           
planning to create large greening projects merits these processes to be analyzed as             
‘green gaps’ (Anguelovski et al., 2018). As market protagonists have begun to            
challenge the very assumption that parks and open spaces necessarily have to be a              
public good (Banerjee, 2001), open spaces are starting to reflect the needs more of              
the global capitalist market rather than traditional civic and recreational purposes.           
As the scale of investment increases in specific corridors of the city, both from the               
public and private sector, the economic forces have the capability to eclipse            
cultural factors. The parks create city-wide appeal, and demand for living near            
these green “highlights” of the city comes at a premium. It is not to say that                
creating new city-wide green infrastructure is bad, but these projects have the            
potential to reinforce the embedding of social justice into our physical urban            
fabric by catalyzing displacement to many vulnerable communities, which often          
includes people of low-income and color. 
New York’s High Line is too often studied through an economic lens.            
However, it is critical to understand how the High Line affected New York City              
through a social lens. New York’s High Line is often perceived as the harbinger              
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of large economic success, a successful practitioner of sustainable efforts, and the            
catalyst to transform a city (Kao, 2014). For this reason, many cities are taking a               
“Monkey See-Monkey Do” attitude to this tempting model to replicate, especially           
because “there are eager candidates of outdated and tired infrastructure slated for            
demolition all across the nation” (Kao, 2014). The implementation of arterial           
urban megaprojects welcomes a new narrative of urban transformation, cultural          
shifts, and a redefinition of what “public space” entails, and many studies of these              
projects do not focus on the negative social impacts that the projects have on the               
rest of the city (Bliss, 2017). As author Laura Bliss explains, “locals aren’t the              
ones overloading the park, nor are locals all benefiting from its economic            
windfall” (Bliss, 2017). For Bliss, the High Line was a social failure on a local               
scale because there was little government action prioritized towards helping the           
pre-existing communities. Arterial urban megaprojects will only be successful on          
a social scale if the government is able to successfully mitigate displacement            
ahead of time, through enacting proactive policies of affordable housing, open           
space appealing to the pre-existing communities, and having a variety of equitable            
development goals generated by a working group of local stakeholders.  
While Los Angeles is in the process of implementing community-driven          
projects throughout the LA River, the social outcomes, such as displacement and            
social use of space, can not yet be analyzed due to the premature state the               
megaproject is in. For this reason, this thesis focuses on the demographics and             
social relations of Los Angeles’ current river communities, and will rely on two             
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already completed arterial urban megaprojects that mirrored New York’s High          
Line to predict what the potential for LA River’s social landscape will be. The              
first project is Chicago’s 606.  
Opened in 2015, Chicago’s 606 is a car-free corridor filled with bike            
traffic, senior walking clubs, and arts and cultural events. The park was inspired             
by the High Line, and quite similarly took a rails-to-trails conversion that inspired             
a raft of elevated pathways and industrial-to-recreational parks (Sisson, 2018).          
Just like the High Line, the old Bloomingdale Railway was a drag on local              
property values, and the implementation of this arterial urban megaproject          
prompted the growth of property values and real estate development. According           
to the Institute for Housing Studies at DePaul University, certain marginalized           
communities living near these post-industrial areas - low-income renters, seniors,          
those with large families - were the most likely to be cost-burdened (paying more              
than 30 percent of their income on rent) and faced a higher risk threat of               
displacement (IHS, 2016). According to the same study, the 606 had no effect on              
house prices in high-income, high-cost, largely owner occupied neighborhoods         
along the eastern part of the trail, but led to “a substantial increase in prices in the                 
lower-income, more affordable, high-renter neighborhoods surrounding the       
western half of the trail” (Figure 1). The IHS annually updates a “mapping             
displacement in Chicago” map, and the 606 region still remains one of the most              
pressured places of displacement in the whole city (Figure A).  
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The other GCWIP that will be used in my framing strategy to understand             
the potential outcomes of the Los Angeles River is Atlanta’s Beltline project.            
Unlike the High Line and the 606, the Beltline is not designed in a linear fashion                
from Point A to Point B but rather made in a circular trajectory that has no start or                  
end point. Atlanta’s Beltline has many striking similarities with the city-wide           
green-infrastructure projects occurring in Los Angeles right now, which warrants          
the BeltLine to be a beneficial supplement to understanding the potential           
outcomes of the LA River. Like the City of Los Angeles, Atlanta has experienced              
a perfect storm of failed American urban policies which has produced high            
income inequality gaps, long commutes, attempts at twentieth-century urban         
renewal blasted highways, and suburban sprawl (Pendergrast, 2017). Urban         
renewal policies therefore produced the potential to either contribute either a           
“tremendous rebirth or inexorable decline” of Atlanta (Pendergrast, 2017, IX).  
According to a new report by the Atlanta advocacy group Housing Justice            
League and Research | Action Cooperative, the 22-mile loop of green parks has             
been a force for gentrification and displacement of long-time, low-income          
residents, many of them African-American (Housing Justice League, 2017). To          
“track” gentrification, this study tracked the amount of white residents in a            
neighborhood, the growth in proportion of college educated residents, and rising           
median income. Just like the 606, the disadvantaged communities along the           
BeltLine were disproportionately negatively affected and more prone to         
displacement (Housing Justice League, 2017).  
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GCWIP Case Studies 
While there is a resurgence of interest in large-scale city parks, their            
functions and purposes widely differ from large urban parks from the late 19th             
century. In her book ​The Politics of Park Design​, author Galen Cranz argues that              
American urban parks built in the 1850s (e.g. Central Park in New York City,              
Golden Gate Park in San Francisco, and Jackson Park in Chicago) were created to              
provide simplicity, health, peace, and quiet in response to industrialization,          
technological innovation, rapid growth, and increased migration (Cranz, 1989).         
Unlike European urban models, parks in the United States were created with an             
explicit anti-urban ordeal that would be a refuge from the evils of the city.              
Furthermore, they stemmed from a paradigm of American individualism that saw           
recreation as a good in itself, of value to the individual user of park services, and                
only thus of value to society; the social benefits of the urban park were focused on                
the users and the uses of park services (Cranz, 1989). In the progressive era of the                
early 20th century, parks were designed under consideration of health, hygiene,           
and recreational opportunities for the public, especially the working class living in            
the congested inner cities (Banerjee, 2001). Tridib Banerjee argues that these           
community- and neighborhood-scale designs were a “more secular and         
communitarian view of a public realm advanced by the progressive ideas of [the             
International Congress of Modern Architecture] and Regional Plan Association of          
America” (Banerjee, 2001, 11). Parks once again changed purpose during the           
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1940s. In 1948, the Committee on Hygiene and Healthful Housing of the            
American Public Health Association published ​Planning the Neighborhood​,        
which became the principle guide for open space and community facilities           
elements of general plans, required by state enabling legislation or the 701            
Program of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, or HUD. 
Evolution of Urban Parks in the United States 
 1850s - 1900 1900s-1940 1940s-1960 1960s-2000s 2010s 
Description Simplicity, 
health, peace, 
and quiet in 
response to 
industrialization 
Hygiene and 
recreation, 
“secularization” 
of parks 
Recreation 
with services 
Filling in urban 
space 
Experiential 
parks, 
embracing 
the urban 
ideal 
Examples Zoos, golf 
courses, and 
museums 
Pools, 
playgrounds, 
civic buildings 
Baseball 
fields, 
gymnasiums 
Pocket parks GCWIPs 
 
Parks have become part of a change in American interests that evolved            
from being more populist, then more institutionalized, and later more          
bureaucratized as part of planning the rational city (Boyer, 1983). Cities, today,            
function to explicitly ​embrace the “urban ideal”, and instead of escaping the city,             
city parks are used to attract people, and more importantly, capital ​into ​the city              
(Betsky, 2016). Green-infrastructure projects today often do not reflect the 19th           
century American vision of integrating individualism with a healthy and stable           
social order. Rather, they are an attempt to preserve an industrial ruin in the              
post-industrial age for the sake of furthering the city’s economic integrity (Reichl,            
2016). Without the engagement of local communities, these projects have          
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spawned certain social behavioural expectations foreign to pre-existing        
communities, leading to a feeling of social isolation (Bliss, 2017).  
In order to understand how parks play an integral role in attracting capital,             
I use David Harvey’s concept of “circuits of capital” to understand investing            
patterns in American 21st century cities (Harvey, 1989). The primary circuit of            
capital is dedicated towards making profit from industrial production. This          
generally includes the raw extraction of materials, labor, and means of production.            
The second circuit of capital involves investments not directly related to           
production, but creates a framework for production or the built environment for            
production. This includes creating infrastructure such as power-generating        
facilities, transportation infrastructure, housing, schools, and sidewalks. The last         
circuit of capital, the tertiary circuit of capital, are investments that are useful to              
the long-term health of the capitalist system. I argue that parks may initially             
appear to be used in 21st century American cities to promote ​individual long-term             
health, but the significant interest lies in investing into the long term health of the               
capitalist system.  
In an attempt to promote more green space, there has been support for the              
private sector to fulfill public needs (Nemeth, 2009). Author Jeremy Nemeth           
further exemplifies this point; especially after the recession in 2008, the US on             
every government scale has supported redevelopment efforts that leveraged         
private investment to provide for the creation of publicly accessible spaces           
(Nemeth, 2009). Perhaps the best example of this can be seen in the rise of               
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powerful public-private partnerships to manage and maintain publicly accessible         
spaces. When public spaces are run with private partners, social equality and            
access can be threatened to private interests, which directly endanger          
opportunities for discussion, deliberation and unprogrammed, spontaneous       
encounters. 
Privatization of public space has affected the privatization of people’s          
lives. In an article published by George Varna and Steve Tiesdell, the authors             
attribute the privatization of people’s lives to social, political and economic           
factors that have led to the “end of public culture” and the “fall of public man”                
(Varna & Tiesdell, 2010). Another scholar, Don Mitchell, argues that the 21st            
century is an age of the “end of public space”, whether that be due to the                
commodification of space, the transformation by developments in        
communications technology, or the migration of the public sphere into electronic           
media (Mitchell, 1995). While Mitchell has created the framework to start           
questioning the end of public space, his main argument is the end of ​civic public               
space. To focus on explicitly the privatisation of public space, I turn to scholar              
Jeremy Nemeth. While Nemeth argues that privately owned public space can           
further social disparities, he argues that the ideal of a universally inclusive and             
unmediated space can never be met. This is because space is not homogeneous,             
and the “dimensions and extent of its publicness are highly differentiated from            
instance to instance” (Nemeth, 2009, 2463).  
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Scales and Geographies of Investment 
It is already established that greening projects further socio-economic and          
racial disparities within cities due to the rise in surrounding property values            
(Gould & Lewis, 2017). Academics such as Jennifer Wolch address fundamental           
challenges facing sustainable infrastructure projects today, including restoring the         
city’s ecological integrity, redesigning systems of production and consumption,         
and recasting urban citizenship to promote social and ecological justice (Wolch,           
2007). However, as cities plan on creating parks that expand throughout ​the            
whole ​city (Houston’s Bayou Greenways, Philadelphia’s Rail Park, Chicago’s         
606, Miami’s Under Line, Los Angeles’ River Project), there is little research            
done to examine how GCWIPs affect the city as a whole and the processes of               
gentrification. Building on Harvey’s circuit of capital theory (Harvey, 1989) and           
the subsequent flow of that capital (Smith, 1987), I will focus on previous patterns              
(and their respective scale) of investment (or lack thereof) that created a            
foundation to further uneven social and spatial landscapes in capitalist-oriented          
cities (Soja, 1980). In Los Angeles, industrial zoning and redlining contributed to            
the geographies and scales of investment, which ultimately paved a foundation for            
furthering uneven social and spatial landscapes (Rothstein, 2017, Moskowitz,         
2017, Lees, Slater & Wyly, 2008).  
To understand Los Angeles’ geographical scales of investment, the third          
subsection of the literature review will regard redlining and industrial zoning. For            
the definition of “redlining,” I use the definition that appears in ​Subprime Cities​, a              
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book that is a collection of multiple essays regarding the political economy of             
mortgage markets. Redlining is defined as: “Lender behavior that denies or limits            
credit to specific neighborhoods, or when the loans a lender will make in those              
areas are significantly more expensive because of higher interest rates or large            
fees...The designating of redlined neighborhoods has been normally associated         
with minority neighborhoods” (Aalbers, 2012, 321). Redlining is used in this           
thesis not because of discriminatory evaluations of individual mortgage         
applicants, but rather its effect on whole neighborhoods and the consequential           
opportunities these neighborhoods had on a city-wide level. While tracing change           
of ownership patterns are used in this thesis to track city-wide scales of             
investment, redlining will be used within the scope of its ability to finance or deny               
finance of neighborhoods, which affected the pre-existing social landscapes on a           
city-wide scale.  
To understand how redlining affected Los Angeles in particular, I rely on            
the work and research of Ryan Reft (2017), a historian of 20th and 21st-century              
American history. Reft provides a deep history of the roots of redlining in Los              
Angeles. His work shows how redlining has affected specific neighborhoods in           
Los Angeles today. While Reft offers analytical insight to how redlining affected            
communities today, he does not outline the details of the historical communities.            
For this purpose, I use the research conducted by Greg Hise, who published an              
article regarding race and social distance in Los Angeles (Hise, 2004), and            
William Deverell, who wrote a book on the early history of Los Angeles             
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(Deverell, 2005). To gain access to the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation           
(HOLC) “redlining” maps in Los Angeles, I use the archives offered from the             
Digital Scholarship Lab at the University of Richmond (University of Richmond).  
Due to the lack of investment, redlined neighborhoods were hotspots for industrial            
zoning. Over time, these industrial areas have generated an abundance of locally            
unwanted land uses, or LULUs. LULUs can include power plants, landfills,           
prisons, factories, or even abandoned railroad tracks. Because these sites are           
inherently “unwanted”, many poor communities live near LULUs due to the           
availability and cheaper housing prices. The land use zoning process in the            
United States has often been seen as a discriminatory and racist infrastructure            
development process. Many formerly redlined neighborhoods today are        
low-income and dominated by people of color, which face environmental          
exposures, risks, and impacts at a disproportionately higher rate than          
higher-income communities (Arnold, 2007, Carter, 2014, Pastor, 2001). Today,         
three out of five African Americans and Latino Americans live in communities            
with abandoned toxic waste sites (Eitzen & Johnston, 2007). The US           
Environmental Protection Agency defines brownfields as properties that are         
“complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance,           
pollutant, or contaminant” (US EPA). Because brownfields have toxic and          
undesirable features, the terms “LULU” and “brownfield” are used         
interchangeably in this thesis.  
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Thus, the fourth and final subsection of the literature review regards           
brownfields and particularly brownfield redevelopment strategies. Due to its         
undesirable location, the Los Angeles River has hosted many industrial sites over            
the past century that has allowed the river to be part of a larger discussion about                
brownfield redevelopment. As Los Angeles moves toward a post-Fordist         
economic model, factory-line industries and the cargo-shipping trainyards located         
in the heart of the city are quickly being abandoned or relocated. Therefore, these              
economically and physically abandoned brownfield sites have created        
opportunities for new development (DePass, 2006, Wolch et al., 2014). As cities            
try to increase their tax bases, foster neighborhood viability, and invigorate their            
downtown areas, brownfield redevelopment has become a political priority to          
restore localities’ economic vitality (Essoka, 2010). To understand the benefits          
and harms of brownfield redevelopment, I draw upon the analysis conducted by            
Jonathan D. Essoka. Essoka finds that the gentrification process in the 21st            
century involves a “filtering down” of housing to degraded districts and           
environmentally unhealthy neighborhoods. Ultimately, when brownfields are       
“successfully” redeveloped, Essoka (2010, 311) argues that the disadvantaged         
communities are denied the redevelopment benefits of “better employment         
opportunities, upgraded housing stock, community safety, an increased tax base          
for social services, and general neighborhood upgrading.”  
While Essoka and others have made the case that brownfield          
redevelopment can further displacement and gentrification, I draw upon author          
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Adam Eckerd who argues otherwise. Eckerd challenges the “environmental         
gentrification hypothesis”, in which there is no relationship between the extent of            
gentrification a neighborhoods experiences and the perceived or actual         
environmental improvement that precedes it (Eckerd, 2011). Eckerd challenges         
the claim that when a disamenity is cleaned up and removed ​on a local scale​, the                
lower status neighborhood becomes more attractive to higher status residents.          
However, there are few studies that challenge the impacts of large-scale           
environmental improvements. Because the Los Angeles River is a 51-mile          
project that is in the process of greening hundreds of brownfields, Eckerd’s            
analysis of ​individual brownfields and their ​immediate impacts on neighborhoods          
do not warrant complete creedence. This thesis is concerned with redevelopment           
processes that are simultaneously impacting multiple neighborhoods at once.         
Nonetheless, Eckerd’s analysis is important to understand the local and temporal           
impacts that might occur through brownfield redevelopment.  
For a more theoretical approach to understand the impacts of converting           
brownfields to “green” areas, I draw upon the work of Banzhaf and Walsh,             
through their article “Do People Vote with Their Feet?” In determining where to             
live, authors Banzhaf and Walsh argue that residents look for communities where            
the public goods provided match their preferences and ability to pay and sort             
themselves accordingly. In other words, people vote with their feet, and           
environmental quality and amenities are a factor in these residential sorting           
decisions (Banzhaf and Walsh, 2008). Banzhaf and Walsh argue that public           
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goods have played a central role in the theory of local public finance, and is               
central to the study of numerous policy issues. For this thesis, I will use the               
contradicting claims made between Banzhaf & Walsh and Eckerd to best           
understand the unique brownfield redevelopment processes for the Los Angeles          
River.  
Ultimately, the topics of gentrification, green infrastructure, redlining, and         
brownfields will all be used to understand the geographies of investment in Los             
Angeles and how they have contributed or will contribute to gentrification           
throughout the city. While many cities across the United States are adopting            
similar arterial urban megaprojects, it is important to use both the theoretical            
literature and the literature regarding Los Angeles to contextualize the role green            
infrastructure, redlining, and brownfields have to play contributing to what the           
processes of gentrification are in the 21st century.  
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Chapter 2: Approaches to City-Wide Green Gentrification 
This thesis ultimately seeks to address the geographical approaches to          
gentrification in an era of globalization by analyzing a city-wide green           
infrastructure project (Los Angeles River revitalization process). Urban        
megaprojects that are constructed through multiple neighborhoods have the         
potential to create real estate market pressures not only in their vicinity but also              
on the other side of their respective city (Anguelovski, et al., 2018), warranting an              
alternative comparative frame of scale on how city-wide green infrastructure          
projects impact not only their immediate surroundings, but the whole city itself.            
While gentrification is often framed to occur in urban, area-specific city-center           
neighborhoods, projects such as the LA River vindicate critical framework and           
methodology to describe an overlooked dynamic of gentrification and see how it            
is influencing the geography of development in postindustrial, suburban,         
non-centralized neighborhoods along the river (Lees, 2012, Niedt, 2006). In order           
to address both city-wide processes of gentrification and their respective          
geographies, this thesis employs a variety of mixed methods, including          
quantitative and qualitative research. 
Because the Los Angeles River revitalization process is not complete and           
gentrification has not yet formed in reaction to the construction process, it is             
premature to analyze the extent in which the LA River has contributed processes             
of gentrification to Los Angeles. While factors such as race, socioeconomic           
status, and zoning patterns are often used as tools to analyze the geographies of              
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gentrification after the phenomenon has started, the purpose of this thesis is to             
analyze historic and present speculatory patterns to understand how green          
city-wide infrastructure projects have directly contributed to rent gaps, and how           
this will impact the geographies of gentrification along the Los Angeles River in             
the future.  
Besides a conceptual approach, this thesis uses quantitative methods by          
analyzing the geography and scale of speculation through tracing change of           
ownership patterns of non-residential properties throughout the City of Los          
Angeles. Tracking change of ownership builds off the previous work of Esther G.             
Kim (Kim, 2018) and non-profit ​LA Más (Leung and Lamadrid, 2015), which            
both analyze the non-residential properties that have changed ownership along the           
LA River to understand how developers are buying up properties in order to             
“capitalize on this future value” (Kim, 2018, 185). Analyzing the change of            
ownership is a valuable comparative framework due to its ability to account for             
patterns of speculation. Higher rates of change of ownership reflect higher rates            
of speculation, which ultimately increase land values and fill in the rent gap,             
setting up a platform for the processes of gentrification (Smith, 1987). The            
rationale behind analyzing change of ownership is that both the economic decline            
(i.e. recession) and economic incline (economic boom) in neighborhoods are          
reflected by higher rates of change of ownership before actual construction is            
executed. If areas are becoming less valuable, pre-existing owners will attempt to            
sell their property to maintain a level of profit. In areas that are seeing increasing               
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demand, investors rapidly attempt to acquire properties (also known as land           
grabs). Higher change of ownership rates are indicative of increased speculation           
in that region, due to the ability to generate profit by leasing the property,              
constructing a profit-oriented establishment, or ultimately selling the property at a           
higher rate. Increased speculation gives insight into the flow of capital to areas             
that may host a rent gap. Due to the fact that properties along the Los Angeles                
River are undergoing changes of ownership and much of the surrounding land has             
been historically disinvested, the Los Angeles River’s historic and current flows           
of capital are analyzed in context of the “rent gap” (Smith, 1987) and “green gap”               
(Anguelovski et al., 2018) literatures.  
Since the announcement of the adoption of Alternative 20 in 2014, a $1             
billion plan orchestrated by the US Army Corps of Engineers to revitalize an             
11-mile stretch of the LA River, Kim argues that “a flurry of riverside real estate               
transactions have occurred” along the LA River (Kim, 2018, 185). While           
residential change of ownership patterns are assessed, a vast majority of parcels            
along the Los Angeles River have little to no residential populations and rather             
have commercial and industrial units. The river has historically experienced          
disinvestment, and has created the opportunity for “new-build gentrification”,         
where industrial properties are transformed into high-status residential        
developments, ultimately leading to gentrification (Rerat et al., 2009). I therefore           
expect higher rates of change of ownership in areas that have histories of             
disinvestment. To trace the geographies of historic speculation in Los Angeles, I            
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use Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC) “redlining” maps from the 1930s           
that provided a framework of systematic denial of various services, often racially            
associated. I ultimately hypothesize that areas where the Los Angeles River           
intersects with once redlined and now high change of ownership spaces will be             
most vulnerable to undergo gentrification in the near future.  
In order to analyze the historic patterns of speculation in Los Angeles, I             
generate maps addressing change of ownership patterns using spatial-statistical         
analyses and ArcGIS. Tracking change of ownership will lead to rough estimates            
of predicting where gentrification might occur along the Los Angeles River. The            
purpose of this thesis is not to create a model that will ​predict gentrification, but               
rather to contribute to the literature on the geographies of gentrification and            
understand the role GCWIPs play in that process. I position my methods as an              
informed and deliberate strategy to advance my inquiry and contribute to the            
existing broader conversations regarding both gentrification and green        
gentrification. 
To analyze the change of ownership patterns in Los Angeles, I use the Los              
Angeles County Assessor parcels data from 2007 to 2017, which provide           
valuation and property description for every parcel in the City of Los Angeles.             
To normalize the data, I use the City of Los Angeles parcels data which accounts               
for every officially documented property in the city. When analyzing the           
relationship between change of ownership and HOLC grades, I normalize the           
change of ownership numbers to the total number of properties in their respective             
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former HOLC-graded areas. I decided not to use the 2018 data because when I              
started this research, the year 2018 was not yet complete. While I do use the               
parcels data on a county-wide level to evaluate the regional trends via raw             
numbers, the majority of analysis is conducted within the Los Angeles city limits,             
given that my parcels data for all properties was limited to city, not county,              
boundaries. Once downloaded, I was able to query and construct the change of             
ownership patterns through the data-processing software Stata. While residential         
parcels are the most predominant general use type in Los Angeles and often have              
a change of ownership that are indicative of investment patterns among larger            
investors (i.e. banks, real estate firms, companies), analyzing the change of           
ownership among every residential property is beyond the scope of this thesis.            
Between 2007 and 2017, there are a little over 50 million properties that I would               
have to assess, and I do not have the computing power nor the allotted time to                
study these patterns in detail. Instead, it is more feasible to analyze the change of               
ownership in other general use types categorized in Los Angeles, including           
commercial, dry farm, irrigated farm, industrial, institutional, and recreational.         
Between 2007 and 2017, there were 201,781 non-residential properties that          
changed ownership in Los Angeles County.  
However, the data did not detail who owned the property. For this reason,             
I was not able to determine if properties changed multiple owners within one year,              
and the data only accounts for properties that changed ownership ​at least once in              
a year. From 2007 to 2017, the 201,781 parcels in Los Angeles County that had               
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changed ownership will be used to understand where in Los Angeles there are             
higher rates of change of ownership. At a spatial level, I employ a set of spatial                
autocorrelation tools using GIS (Geographic Information Systems) software,        
including Global Moran’s I and LISA (Local Indicators of Spatial          
Autocorrelation), to contextualize via maps where on a city-scale the highest rates            
of change of ownership are occuring.  
In order to have a more detailed understanding of the relationship between            
change of ownership and the Los Angeles River, I conduct four case studies of              
neighborhoods along the Los Angeles River: Reseda, Studio City, Elysian Valley,           
and Boyle Heights. The logic of case study sampling is that there is an              
expectation of replication across different contexts. These four locations         
represent divergent contexts: an ethnically diverse suburban and not centrally          
located, a non-ethnically diverse suburban and not centrally located, a semi-urban           
and semi-centrally located, and a purely urban and centrally located built           
environment, respectively. By choosing four different urban contexts, I aim to           
better understand the processes and geographies of investment behavior along the           
Los Angeles River and how it is impacted by historic patterns of redlining.             
Analyzing the different contexts will allow me to determine if gentrification is            
truly happening in new spatial dimensions of the “rent gap,” particularly on a             
semi-urban, non centralized basis.  
Reseda is a suburban neighborhood located in the San Fernando Valley.           
Founded in 1912, the neighborhood was devoted to agriculture for many years,            
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but now is predominantly residential. When Home Owners’ Loan Corporation          
released their redlining map in 1939, Reseda received a “C” or yellow grade, a              
metric one above the worst grade, “D” or red. Today, in large part due to historic                
restrictive zoning, Reseda is described as “Highly Diverse” according to the Los            
Angeles Times’ ​Mapping L.A. project (Los Angeles Times, 2009), with 43.5% of            
the population being Latinx, 37.2% White, 11.2% Asian, and 4.2% African           
American. Just 10 miles east of Reseda is Studio City. Studio City received its              
name after the studio lot that was established in the area by film producer Mack               
Sennett in 1927, and later became a hub for many studios, including CBS Studios,              
Warner Bros. Studios, the Walt Disney Studios, and Universal Studios. Unlike           
Reseda, communities within Studio City received either “A” (green) or “B” (blue)            
grades. The neighborhood, according to the ​Mapping L.A. project, is “not           
especially diverse” ethnically, with the population being 78% White and 8.7%           
Latinx (Los Angeles Times, 2009). The two other case studies, Elysian Valley            
and Boyle Heights, both received “D” (red) grades. Elysian Valley, also known            
as Frogtown, is a centrally located neighborhood located between Downtown Los           
Angeles and the San Fernando Valley. The population is only around 7,387, but             
holds the same population density as the rest of the city. Frogtown is even more               
diverse than Reseda; Latinos account for 61% of the population, and Asians            
account for 36% of the population. The last case study is Boyle Heights, a              
neighborhood directly east of Downtown Los Angeles. Boyle Heights has a           
history of being a racially and ethnically diverse neighborhood, with historic           
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communities consisting of Jews, Latinos, Russians, Yugoslavs, Portuguese, and         
Japanese Americans. As of 2011, 95% of the community was Hispanic and            
Latinx, and has undergone a plethora of recent protests regarding gentrification           
due to the influx of new businesses and rise in rent (Vives, 2017).  
Through these four case studies I will engage in a more thorough and             
comprehensive analysis of change of ownership along the Los Angeles River.           
Like the city-wide analysis, for the four case studies, I use the actual location of               
these properties, as opposed to an aggregated dataset summarized by ZIP codes.            
The actual location allows me to conduct cluster analysis, which provides a more             
detailed understanding of the spatial relationship properties that have undergone          
change of ownership have with the Los Angeles River. In addition, I will also              
analyze other factors that might play a role in catalyzing the future processes of              
gentrification, including examining the relationship between renters and owners in          
the area, race, and income. Although the latest data for these categories are from              
2010, I will assess the case studies on a block-by-block level to generate a              
specific analysis.  
While the assessor data is used as the primary source of data for             
constructing this thesis’ argument, other quantitative data are also used. This           
includes data regarding race, socioeconomic status, and homeownership. This         
remainder of the data comes from either the U.S. Census Bureau or American             
Community Survey, an ongoing survey by the U.S. Census Bureau.  
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In addition to quantitative data being mapped, this thesis employs maps           
that focus on qualitative features, in particular, redlining. By examining historic           
Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC) maps documenting cities all over          
American cities, the University of Richmond underwent a digitization process that           
now provides many historic redlining maps into downloadable shapefiles. I          
examine these “redlined” areas and compare them to modern forms of social and             
socio-economic segregation, including race, household income, and average rent.         
While redlined neighborhoods retroactively function as predictive models, they         
don’t necessarily affiliate with complete disinvestment. For this reason, I use           
historic and contextual sources that reify my arguments that these redlined areas            
were indeed under processes of considerable disinvestment.  
While this thesis does provide fresh insight on the relationship green           
infrastructure projects play with the future processes of gentrification, there are           
still many limitations to this study. This thesis stems from research conducted on             
green infrastructure policies in Los Angeles during the summer of 2018.           
However, this research was conducted only under a span of less than a year,              
which allows for less detailed research than desired. This thesis does not use a              
portion of the change of ownership data; over 3,000,000 residential and           
non-residential properties were analyzed over a course of 10 years (2007-2017).           
However, this thesis only studies the mere quantity of change in this data. The              
change of ownership data, provided by the Los Angeles County Assessor,           
provides much more data that could be used for future projects, including the land              
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improvement value, tax rate area, and the fixture value. Due to studying the Los              
Angeles River from a remote location, the qualitative approaches in this thesis are             
even less utilized. Rather than having my thesis rely on enriching interviews and             
on-site analysis, my research instead prioritizes quantitative spatial data trends          
and its effects on a city-wide scale. While this thesis does employ case studies,              
only four of the roughly twenty neighborhoods along the river are studied in             
detail. By focusing on four neighborhoods that have diversity in social history,            
urban layout, and socio-economic status, I aim to capture more thorough           
qualitative perspectives of the community. Additionally, Los Angeles is studied          
in this paper as a global city (Rieff, 1992), and conclusions about the global              
capital speculation patterns might not be representative of other American cities           
undergoing similar green infrastructure projects.  
Nonetheless, there are plenty of press releases, white papers, and          
newspaper articles that capture some of the perspectives of community          
organizations involved with the revitalization process that I use. Throughout the           
planning process, each neighborhood along the Los Angeles River was given           
multiple opportunities for a chance to participate in equitable redevelopment for           
the Los Angeles River. Whether through community involvement under more          
local plans such as Community Plans or Specific Plans or through the work of              
non-profits (e.g. RiverLA, Housing Long Beach, NRDC, From Lot to Spot, laane,            
The City Project, etc.), community input was considerably acknowledged to avoid           
the consequences that occurred along the High Line in New York, in which local              
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residents (many of whom were of color) didn’t feel as if the High Line was built                
for them (Bliss, 2017).  
While I acknowledge that there are community engagement processes that          
have occurred and are currently under efforts to combat gentrification both from            
the City of Los Angeles and local non-profits, this thesis is more concerned with              
how realtors and investors approach places and neighborhoods as functioning          
commodities rather than the communities that occur within them. This thesis           
does not analyze these communities’ approaches to resisting gentrification; this is           
not to say they don’t exist nor that they have heavy community engagement.             
Both non-profits and the City of Los Angeles are cognizant of the increasing scale              
in which gentrification is occurring and the locally-appropriate approaches needed          
to address the phenomenon (RiverLA, City of Los Angeles, 2007, 10:5). While            
constructing social capital and resistance to injustices in the city are important            
factors when studying gentrification, for the sake of space and allotted time of             
research, this thesis focuses on the patterns and roles of spatial speculation.  
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Chapter 3: Applying GCWIPs to Los Angeles 
The revitalized Los Angeles River will not manufacture a homogeneous          
seam of gentrification. Due to various factors, including historic disinvestment,          
current speculation patterns, and community interests today, the ways in which           
capital flows into Los Angeles River communities will operate on a local,            
contextual basis. The size and impact of investment therefore will be           
significantly dependent on the local approaches to gentrification. Even though          
every section of the river will receive relatively similar amounts of government            
investment (See Appendix, Figure E), residential and non-residential change of          
ownership along the river is occuring in areas (e.g. Taylor Yard, Downtown            
Industrial Area) where the Los Angeles River Revitalization Plan is planning to            
cater to a more cosmopolitan, global community. These areas tend to be            
historically disinvested and I find a positive correlation between the rate in which             
non-residential properties change ownership and the historic disinvestment the         
respective neighborhoods received, forging new arterial rent gaps throughout Los          
Angeles.  
 
Redlining 
Gentrification is explored in this thesis through historic and current          
speculation patterns. In order to analyze the historical geographies of speculation           
practices along the Los Angeles River, I use redlining data to trace which areas in               
Los Angeles have historically been deprived the opportunity to receive investment           
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(Figure 1). Redlining has denied and limited investment to specific          
neighborhoods, furthering uneven social and spatial landscapes (Aalbers, 2012,         
Rothstein, 2017, Moskowitz, 2017, Lees, Slater & Wyly, 2008). As previously           
stated in Chapter 1, redlining is defined as “lender behavior that denies or limits              
credit to specific neighborhoods, or when the loans a lender will make in those              
areas are significantly more expensive because of higher interest rates or large            
fees…” (Aalbers, 2012, 321). The areas with the worst grade, “D”, received a             
red color and were deemed “hazardous”. The “C” graded areas were colored            
yellow, and were labeled as “definitely declining” (University of Richmond). The           
“B” graded areas were colored blue, and considered “still desirable”. The “A”            
graded areas were the “best” quality and colored green.  
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Figure 1. “Redlining” in the Los Angeles metropolitan area. 
 
Although redlined neighborhoods weren’t necessarily tethered to       
inner-city neighborhoods, the Los Angeles River decussated the industrial and          
commercial central corridors of Los Angeles, many of which became redlined.           
As seen in Figure 1, a significant number of redlined neighborhoods are located             
along the Los Angeles River. Out of the 117.18 square miles of ZIP codes that               
are adjacent to the river (only in the city of Los Angeles, not Los Angeles               
County), 11.67 square miles, or roughly 9.95% received a “D” or red grade. For              
comparison, 6.97% of Los Angeles City was previously redlined. For areas           
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located within the city boundaries of Los Angeles, there is a 3% higher proportion              
of redlined areas along the Los Angeles River compared to the city’s overall             
proportion (See Figure 2).  
 
 
Figure 2. Redlining only in the City of Los Angeles. 
 
Redlined neighborhoods are analyzed in this thesis due to their          
relationship with historical patterns of disinvestment. Today, there has been a           
renewed motivation for investing capital in these underserved areas (Aalbers,          
2012), because there is a sufficient gap between actual and potential land values.             
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Formerly red and yellowlined neighborhoods today have higher rates of changing           
ownership than formerly green and bluelined neighborhoods (Figure 3). This          
reinvestment of capital in capital-deficient areas is what Smith calls a “rent gap”             
(Smith, 1987). If an area that was once redlined experiences a resurgence of             
outside demand, it is likely that the investment that follows will increase the land              
values. This will ultimately lead to gentrification, which is defined in this thesis             
as “the process by which central urban neighborhoods that have undergone           
disinvestments and economic decline experience a reversal, reinvestment, and the          
in-migration of a relatively well-off-middle- and upper middle-class population”         
(Smith, 1998, 198). In other words, redlined areas typically receive more           
investment due to a higher rent gap. Because redlined areas are already            
proportionally higher in areas adjacent to the Los Angeles River, the next step in              
understanding the LA River’s role in gentrification is to understand the current            
relationship between speculation patterns and redlined neighborhoods.  
This thesis tracks speculation patterns through change of ownership         
among properties in Los Angeles. While in the following paragraph I will briefly             
mention some patterns that occured in the residential properties, the principal           
scope of analysis will be conducted through the non-residential properties.          
Gentrification is often studied as a phenomenon that refers to the rehabilitation of             
existing housing stock and population displacement. However, many of the areas           
along the Los Angeles River are not residential and are home to abandoned             
industrial, commercial, and hazardous sites. Drawing on the works of Rerat et al.,             
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regeneration of industrial and brownfield sites eventually lead to an increase in            
residential properties as well (Rerat et al., 2009), and therefore warrant the study             
of industrial and brownfield regeneration into the study of gentrification. Even           
though these new developments do not always cause direct population          
displacement, the Los Angeles River is changing how realtors view and invest            
into properties in the Los Angeles region. Due to the revitalization efforts,            
riverside communities will ultimately belong to a new “river identity” which           
realtors and investors will use to create more residential properties. Investors           
have long seen neighborhoods, rather than individual properties within         
neighborhoods as commodities (Logan and Molotch, 1987, Hackworth and Smith,          
2001), and now the Los Angeles River will be no different. Through the Los              
Angeles County Assessor, I reviewed every non-residential property in Los          
Angeles County that has changed ownership between the years 2007 and 2017.            
This adds up to 201,781 properties throughout Los Angeles County. As           
mentioned in the methodology, the change of ownership is a valuable comparative            
framework in context of GCWIPs due to its ability to account for flow of capital               
in rent gaps at new spatial dimensions. Higher rates of change of ownership             
reflect higher rates of speculation and can lead to increased land values. If there              
is an increase in the potential land values, tracing change of ownership (for             
non-residential properties) is an excellent tool to analyze where investors are           
searching for potentially increasing land values. 
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Overall, the number of non-residential properties changing ownership in         
the City of Los Angeles and the Los Angeles River have significantly decreased             
since 2007 (See Appendix, Figures B and C). When analyzing if the percent of              
properties that changed ownership along the river had a higher rate of change than              
the change of ownership throughout Los Angeles, I concluded that the change of             
ownership trends reflected the larger trends throughout Los Angeles (Figures 5           
and 7). From 2007 - 2017, the average percent of non-residential properties            
changing ownership per year in the City of Los Angeles is 1.3%, while the              
average percent of properties changing along the river is 1.1%. Areas along the             
Los Angeles River experienced the highest percentage of change of ownership           
from 2011-2014, likely due to the finalizing processes of Alternative 20, a joint             
plan between the city of Los Angeles and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for               
the revitalization of an 11-mile stretch of the LA River. These higher rates of              
speculation decreased once Alternative 20 was finalized in 2014. However, the           
market trends from 2011-2014 along the river reflect the same change of general             
market trends throughout the City of Los Angeles (Figure 5, Figure 7), making it              
inconclusive whether there was any direct causation.  
However, the rates of change in ownership for non-residential parcels are           
still highest in formerly red and yellowlined neighborhoods, implying that          
speculation and therefore flow of capital is occuring in historically underinvested           
areas. While the formerly red and yellowlined non-residential properties along          
the river had a slightly lower rate of change of ownership per year than the city’s                
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average (3.19% and 3.21%, respectively), properties changing ownership today in          
formerly yellowlined areas along the river have the highest rate of change of             
ownership (4.1% compared to city’s 3.2%). While every neighborhood along the           
river is receiving relatively the same amount of public investment (See Appendix,            
Figure E), areas along the river that were formerly red or yellowlined have change              
of ownership rates that are nearly double that of blue and greenline rates (Figure              
6). Red and yellowlined areas today have become prime sites of urban renewal,             
due to the “rent” (Smith, 1987) and “green” (Anguelovski et al., 2018) gaps.  
 
 
Figure 3. The percentage of non-residential properties that have changed          
ownership has consistently decreased since 2007. Previously red and         
yellowlined neighborhoods proportionally have higher rates of changing        
ownership.  
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Figure 4. The absolute number of yellow and redlined properties          
changing ownership as seen here are nearly double the number of blue            
and greenlined properties. 
 
In relation to the HOLC grades, it is the yellow and redlined areas that              
have a history of the greatest level of disinvestment in Los Angeles’ history, and              
it is no coincidence that there is suddenly an increased rate along redlined and              
yellowlined neighborhoods (Figure 6). While I had hypothesized that there would           
be a higher rate of change of ownership among redlined neighborhoods, it has             
been the yellowlined neighborhoods that have displayed the highest rate of           
change of ownership. This finding makes sense, however, when you consider the            
fact that redlined neighborhoods were assessed as “incredibly risky” while          
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yellowlined neighborhoods were merely “declining” (University of Richmond,        
n.d.). Yellowlined neighborhoods were undesirable, and likewise today are less          
risky to invest in than redlined neighborhoods. 
 
 
Figure 5. Percentage of non-residential properties that changed        
ownership that were within 1 mile of the Los Angeles River. The trend is              
similar to Los Angeles’ larger pattern, but note the biggest proportional           
increases along the Los Angeles River were from 2011-2014, when the           
US Army Corps of Engineers study for a $1 billion revitalization project            
was being researched and finalized.  
 
The change of ownership rates, which are used to see where the “rent gap”              
is filled, are highest within formerly red and yellowlined areas (Figure 6). The             
Los Angeles River posits a new spatial dimension in which rent gaps can be              
studied. Additionally, because the LA River is a green infrastructure project, the            
spatial flow of capital contributes to the green gap literature (Anguelovski et al.,             
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2018) since there is higher interest in injecting capital to this region due to it               
providing green space as a commodity. Even though ​all of the Los Angeles River              
is undergoing a revitalization process, speculation rates today are highest in           
historically disinvested areas.  
 
Figure 6. The percentage of non-residential properties that have         
changed ownership along the LA River has also decreased over time.           
However, red and especially yellowlined neighborhoods have a higher         
rate of change of ownership.  
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Figure 7. The rate in which non-residential properties change         
ownership has decreased from 2007 - 2017. The pattern for change of            
ownership properties along the LA River is very similar.  
 
Change of Ownership 
Even though I have established that there has not been a higher rate of              
non-residential properties that changed ownership along the river than the City of            
Los Angeles (Figures 5 and 7), this is not necessarily due to proximity to the               
river. By no means do the change of ownership patterns follow the river             
specifically, but the river most definitely coincides with investment patterns          
(Figure 2, Figure 4). The Los Angeles River must be analyzed for more than just               
a natural border; the river today is being used as a socio-economic seam that is               
connecting formerly disinvested areas throughout the city. While the river does           
not directly cause higher changes of ownership along LA River communities, the            
river is experiencing higher rates of ownership in historically disinvested areas           
that will undoubtedly foster patches of gentrification. As the property acquisition           
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rates along the river are constantly higher in disinvested areas, the “rent gaps”             
which are being filled occur in a new arterial dimension. Regardless of the             
causation, since the rent gaps that are being filled are along a green-infrastructure             
project, the rent gap along the river is not only spatially unique; the rent gap is                
explicitly tied with green restoration processes (i.e. green gap, Anguelovski et al.,            
2018). Based on my findings, non-residential change of ownership does have a            
relationship with its previous HOLC grade, implying that areas that were           
historically disinvested or zoned for industrial use are now experiencing higher           
rates of speculation today. Furthermore, I have analyzed not only the geographies            
of private speculation, but where the government (city, state, and national) has            
chosen to invest along the river.  
Due to its geographical and geological restructuring, the Los Angeles          
River can not be analyzed today through a purely sociological lens. Unlike            
GCWIPs occurring in other cities (e.g. New York’s Highline, Atlanta’s Beltline)           
that are built on brownfields and post-industrial sites in formerly red- and            
yellowlined neighborhoods, the Los Angeles River was originally a natural border           
that came into contact with all different types of urban environments and former             
patterns of investment. The Los Angeles River is unique in comparison to similar             
GCWIPs due to the fact that ecological restoration movements for the Los            
Angeles River have existed for decades, with non-profits such as Friends of the             
Los Angeles River, Heal the Bay, Unpave LA, and the Tree People all advocating              
for this industrial corridor to be greened (Desfor and Keil, 2000, Wolch, 2014).             
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In addition to the many areas along the river that eventually did host industrial              
purposes, the Los Angeles River was originally a natural asset in and of itself,              
unlike the Highline and the Beltline. Additionally, my analysis towards the Los            
Angeles River as a case study for GCWIPs must also be heeded under the              
consideration that Los Angeles’s status is as a global city that functions both as a               
“first world” and “third world” city (Rieff, 1992), which can attract global capital             
speculation in different ways than smaller American cities. Nonetheless, former          
red and yellowlined areas along the Los Angeles River are more likely to have              
higher rates of change of ownership. My findings regarding increased speculation           
contributes to the “rent gap” (Smith, 1987) and “green gap” (Anguelovski et al.,             
2018) literatures due to the fact that the rates in which gaps of capital are being                
filled are in new multi-neighborhood, arterial dimensions. The next section          
attempts to explore in finer detail the impacts the river will have on different              
social and physical contexts (including historical investment patterns and urban          
layout) throughout the Los Angeles River. 
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Chapter 4: Case Studies 
So far, my findings have analyzed speculation patterns along the Los           
Angeles River on a macro level. However, this scale of analysis does not account              
for the different urban and economic contexts that occur on a smaller,            
neighborhood level. While this thesis has argued that the processes of           
gentrification must be examined on a scale more monumental than just           
neighborhoods, the analysis of individual neighborhoods as case studies provides          
discernment to understand gentrification along the Los Angeles River ​today​.          
Once an understanding of gentrification in neighborhoods along the Los Angeles           
River today is established, it is then possible to deduce the role the revitalization              
efforts have in relation to the Los Angeles River and a larger-scaled scope of              
gentrification in the future.  
Due to the Los Angeles River’s heterogeneous physical, economic, and          
social contexts, the revitalization efforts will not replicate the same social and            
economic outcomes along the whole river. I have chosen four different           
neighborhoods that will allow a finer understanding of the relationship between           
investment patterns and the Los Angeles River (Figure 8). The neighborhoods           
selected are not necessarily undergoing processes of gentrification today; they          
were selected for their diversity in socioeconomic status, level of density, and            
historic patterns of investment. Reseda is a previously yellowlined, suburban          
neighborhood. Studio City is a previously blue- and greenlined, suburban          
neighborhood. Elysian Valley is a previously redlined, suburban, and somewhat          
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centrally located neighborhood. Boyle Heights was also redlined, but is a purely            
urban and centrally located neighborhood in Los Angeles’ standards. These case           
studies focus on more detailed aspects of social and economic patterns that            
contribute to gentrification that are more palatable analytically on a micro-level.           
These approaches include social and historical context, race and ethnicity, median           
household income, and renting vs. homeownership rates.  
The Los Angeles River revitalization efforts have directly contributed to          
real estate market speculator decisions to acquire property in proximity to the Los             
Angeles River (Gluck, 2018, Hahn, 2018, Barragan, 2018). As national and           
international private developers see the river as a new opportunity to make profit             
on underserved properties (e.g. Pan Am Equities, Rios Clementi Hale Studios,           
Uncommon Developers), the rent gaps in which speculators are perceiving the           
land contain new spatial dimensions that incorporate an arteriality and ecologic           
component (Smith, 1987; Anguelovski et. al, 2018). These private-sector         
speculations can have tremendous impacts on local communities, but so can the            
public-infrastructure projects planned. For this reason, the case study         
neighborhoods are also examined in relation to their local “Opportunity Area”.           
According to the 2007 Los Angeles River Revitalization Master Plan (LARRMP),           
Opportunity Areas will provide the opportunity for “stimulating improvements         
that can stabilize neighborhoods that are in flux, for providing a new amenity for              
established neighborhoods, and for acting as a catalyst for reinvestment in           
selected areas” (City of Los Angeles, 2007, 6:2). While in theory the Opportunity             
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Areas will enhance ​all ​communities along the river, the City is determined to             
prioritize five of the twenty Opportunity Areas for detailed study, which will be             
the first to operate these Opportunity Areas. It is no coincidence that the             
proposals for each of the fives areas - Canoga Park, River Glen, Taylor Yard, the               
Chinatown-Cornfields Area, and the Downtown Industrial Area - are areas that           
were all initially redlined or yellowlined. For my case studies (Boyle Heights,            
Elysian Valley, Studio City, Reseda), all communities have planned Opportunity          
Areas, two of which - Boyle Heights and Elysian Valley - are located in the five                
pilot Opportunity Area projects - Downtown Industrial Area and Taylor Yard,           
respectively. According to the LARRMP, these five areas were selected          
principally because “they were perceived as offering multiple lessons concerning          
how common conditions along the River might be addressed...they were selected           
for their considerable potential in demonstrating revitalization possibilities and         
lessons” (City of Los Angeles, 2007, 6:5). However, given the context that the             
Opportunity Areas are in historically disinvested neighborhoods, the        
“reinvestment opportunities” benignly allude to concerns for the potential of          
gentrification, loss of jobs, and the availability of affordable housing. The           
LARRMP gets quite explicit at targeting underserved areas and legitimizes the           
opportunity areas for “stimulating improvements that can stabilize neighborhoods         
that are in flux” (City of Los Angeles, 6:2). While the City has begun to promote                
affordable housing through new Community Plans, adaptive reuse building         
policy, and a renewed emphasis on green and livable neighborhoods, and the            
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LARRMP’s implementation to identify locally-appropriate approaches to address        
gentrification, there is no certainty or metric regarding the magnitude the river            
revitalization projects will contribute to gentrification.  
 
 
Figure 8. Locations of four different case studies: Reseda, Studio City,           
Elysian Valley, and Boyle Heights. 
 
Boyle Heights 
Boyle Heights’ history is rooted in ethnic diversity. Before receiving a           
“D” or red grade in 1939, Boyle Heights was home to many ethnic groups (e.g.               
Chicanos, Jews, African Americans, Yugoslavs, and Japanese) due to restrictive          
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covenants in surrounding parts of the city. Today, however, of about 100,000            
residents, 94% are Latinx, 17% of which are undocumented immigrants. Boyle           
Heights is no stranger to gentrification (Sager, 2017), and brews the perfect            
qualities to generate it. Some of the leading factors contributing to gentrification            
in the region include the neighborhood’s density (one of the most dense in all of               
Los Angeles), cheap real estate, and the introduction of light rail transit (Metro             
Gold Line) in 2009.  
While Boyle Heights is already undergoing processes of gentrification in          
Los Angeles today, the majority of the neighborhood is not along the Los Angeles              
River. This is because between Boyle Heights and Downtown, the river currently            
acts as a buffer where warehouses, post-industrial sites, and railroads cluster,           
where no city-determined neighborhood officially exists. The only residents in          
the region live in Pico Gardens, an 8,000-unit affordable housing complex.           
Developers are hungry for this land and aim to transform the space into a more               
residential atmosphere (Barragan, 2016). Some residential projects already        
planned in this area are the Boyle Heights Sears building, 2110 Bay, 2136 East              
Violet, and the Bjarke Ingels-designed Mesquit project, all luxury apartments.          
While the buffer area along the river today between the Los Angeles River and              
Boyle Heights is technically considered part of Downtown, perception of the area            
as a residential space detached from Downtown has already begun. Especially           
with the 8,000 pre-existing low-income housing units, the area is often now being             
referred to as “Pico Gardens”, in namesake to the affordable housing community.            
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It is uncertain at this time that once luxury apartments are created in the region, if                
incoming residents will refer to the neighborhood as part of Downtown, Pico            
Gardens, Boyle Heights, or something new altogether. However, regardless of          
what the area will be called in the future, all the real estate property values               
surrounding this warehouse district will increase, including Boyle Heights. For          
this reason, whatever gets developed in the “Pico Gardens” area will have a direct              
impact on the community of Boyle Heights, warranting Boyle Heights as a            
legitimate river-community case study (See Appendix, Figure H).  
In addition to planned residential properties, the region along the Los           
Angeles River and Boyle Heights is in one of the five government-planned            
Opportunity Areas: Downtown Industrial Area. Today, the Downtown Industrial         
Area is disconnected from both Downtown and Boyle Heights by heavy rail lines,             
rail storage, the Metro maintenance facility, and freeways. The City plans to            
strengthen the relationship between the River and Boyle Heights by a system of             
Green Street connections with shady tree lined sidewalks established at          
approximately one half-mile intervals (Figure 9). These Green Streets are          
intended to enhance pedestrian environments to enable park use along the river.            
One of the most ambitious projects for these Green Streets is 6th Street, where a               
3,500 foot-long viaduct is planned that will be defined by ten pairs of repeated              
concrete arches. The design and the implementation of construction was the           
product of an international competition led by the City of Los Angeles Bureau of              
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Engineering to explicitly engage with the disinvested river and to revitalize the            
bridge and the neighborhood (Stevens, 2016).  
 
 
Figure 9. Primary Arterial Green Streets planned to connect the Boyle           
Heights neighborhood to the Los Angeles River. Photo Credits to          
LARRMP, Ch. 6, pp. 40.  
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Figure 10. Percent of properties that are rented in Boyle Heights. This            
map also includes the general planned “Opportunity Areas” which will          
undergo critical transformations during the revitalization process.       
Many of properties changing ownership in Boyle Heights are on the           
planned Green Streets (Cesar E. Chavez Ave, 1st St, 4th St).  
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Even though Boyle Heights is already experiencing gentrification, the Los          
Angeles River is not a contributing factor to the process. The Green Street             
connections will now allow the Los Angeles River to become a contributing agent             
to gentrification in the region by connecting the River and Boyle Heights via the              
1st Street, 4th Street, 6th Street, and 7th Street Green Streets. The corridors in              
Boyle Heights undergoing the highest rates of change of ownership (Whittier           
Blvd, which turns into 6th St, 4th St, 1st St, and East Cesar E. Chavez Avenue, all                 
of which but Cesar E. Chavez Avenue are future Green Streets) now have a              
secured link to the River, providing reified capital pipelines from the river into             
Boyle Heights (Figures 9 and 10). While it is not surprising that the most-used              
corridors in Boyle Heights are undergoing change of ownership and will be            
attached to the river, this must be further examined due to the demographics of              
the residents in these corridors. First of all, Whittier Boulevard, 4th Street and 1st              
Street are all corridors where there is low homeownership, to the extent that some              
blocks nearly consist of 100% renters. Renters are staggeringly vulnerable to the            
processes of gentrification, for if they can not afford the rent, they have little              
options besides moving.  
In addition to low homeownership, many of the residents live below the            
median household income. According to the 2017 American Community Survey          
estimate, the median household income in Boyle Heights was $38,815, while the            
median household income in Los Angeles (as of 2016) was $54,432 (See            
Appendix, Figure J). Considering that over 90% of Boyle Heights’ population is            
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of color, the Los Angeles River revitalization efforts will contribute more than            
possible socioeconomic disparities affiliated with gentrification; the negative        
impacts will overwhelmingly affect people of color.  
 
Elysian Valley 
Also known as Frogtown, Elysian Valley is a neighborhood with roughly           
8,000 residents within Central Los Angeles. The neighborhood is considered          
moderately diverse ethnically in Los Angeles’ standards, with the population          
being 22% White, and the rest being Latinx and Asian (American Community            
Survey, 2017). Along with racial and ethnic diversity, the neighborhood hosts a            
range of income levels and professions, from professional and blue-collar workers           
to informal economy jobs including food service, carpentry, and automobile          
repair (Kim, 2018). The neighborhood’s land use patterns were inspired by           
railroad tracks, railyards, manufacturing, and processing facilities that were         
abundant and affordable along the Los Angeles River. However, over the past            
thirty years, a variety of economic, political, and cultural forces restructured the            
neighborhood’s economy into a post-Fordist economy that led to a          
decentralization of industrial production in Los Angeles. Due to historical          
patterns of disinvestment, relatively affordable housing prices, and neoliberal         
growth policies and urban regeneration strategies in L.A. that are spurring intense            
revitalization efforts, neighborhoods such as Frogtown are being branded as          
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vibrant, culturally authentic, and livable (Marguardt and Fuller 2012, Molotch          
1996, Vincent 2013).  
Improvement projects along the river, such as parks, bike paths, and           
artwork, have been planned and proposed since the mid-1990s. While all of these             
projects would position any neighborhood along the river as a highly desirable            
urban amenity, private development interest wasn’t catalyzed until September         
2013, when the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers released its Ecosystem Restoration            
Feasibility Study. This study was undertaken by both the federal flood control            
agency and the City of Los Angeles to investigate opportunities to restore riparian             
ecosystems. In 2014, L.A.’s mayor and Congress adopted Alternative 20, which           
dedicates over $1 billion in federal and city funds to construct greening and             
development projects along the river. Especially since the release of the           
feasibility study and the adoption of Alternative 20, private developers have been            
hungry for any land along the river, including Elysian Valley (Curran and            
Hamilton, 2018, Figure 11). This promise of over a billion dollars of public             
investment dedicated to restoring the Los Angeles River increases the “rent gap of             
riverside land, prompting developers to buy up properties in order to capitalize on             
its future value” (Curran and Hamilton, 2018, 185). When Alternative 20 was            
passed in 2014, one real estate firm reported that “more properties along the river              
have changed hands than any year since 2001” (Lubbell, 2014). One major New             
York-based developer, Pan Am Equities, has proposed a 419-unit high-end          
apartment complex in the area, and called its development a “gambit to link the              
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name of the development to a newly revitalized [river]” (Hahn, 2018). This is a              
direct example of how developers will behave in response to the river.  
 
Figure 11. Even though the number of properties changing         
ownership has decreased in Los Angeles, Elysian Valley is still          
an area of high demand, where developers are paying high          
prices for river front properties.  
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Like Boyle Heights, Elysian Valley is a neighborhood that is situated in            
one of the five pilot Opportunity Areas. While the Elysian Valley neighborhood            
is located on the west bank of the Los Angeles River, the east bank is known right                 
now as Taylor Yard, or the G2 parcel. Taylor Yard is a post-industrial site, which               
was the former headquarters of Southern Pacific Railroad operations in Southern           
California. In 2017, the 250-acre site was purchased for $59,315,000 by the City             
of Los Angeles. Today, the old remains of the former railway station and             
classification yard are still apparent, and the area will soon serve as a natural              
habitat area connecting the Los Angeles River to the Rio de Los Angeles State              
Park and Bowtie projects. Caught between deindustrialization of the Northeast          
Los Angeles area and the shifting socio-ecological conditions, community         
members of Frogtown must engage with the processes that threaten social and            
environmental change in the region.  
Unlike the previously discussed Downtown Industrial Area which will         
focus on urban parks and residential units, the Taylor Yard Opportunity Area’s            
main dedication is ecosystem restoration. Today, the G2 parcel is heavily           
contaminated from past rail uses, and to make it functional, the City plans to              
excavate contaminated soils by creating a “series of mounded, sculptural          
landforms that support an upland, meadow-like landscape” (City of Los Angeles,           
2007, 6:24) and remove the one-mile stretch of concrete that serves as the “river”              
today. In addition, series of pools and riffles will be implemented to provide             
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habitat for more fish species, and the number of boardwalks and pathways will be              
limited. The Elysian Valley community is already intimately connected to the           
river, and is more concerned with open space rather than accessibility. With the             
expanded open space and accessibility, the park will draw in many runners,            
walkers, and bikers who enjoy natural scenery. The only stationary visitors are            
most likely to be birdwatchers.  
It is worth noting that even though Los Angeles is undergoing a housing             
crisis, many members of the community eventually convinced planners that the           
Taylor Yard Opportunity Area is “inappropriate for more intensive development”          
(City of Los Angeles, 2007, 6:22). Since there will not be an increase in              
residential properties on the Taylor Yard site, it is likely that the demand for              
houses in Elysian Valley that are already along the River will increase. Even             
though the percentage of renters in Elysian Valley is lower than the percentage of              
renters in Boyle Heights (59.21% and 75.53% respectively), the lowest          
percentage of renters along the river is 50%, an alarming number for housing             
stability (Figure 12). It is still likely that as the properties along the river increase               
in demand, the half of the population in Elysian Valley who rents risk future              
displacement. Additionally, the average median household income is $52,218,         
more or less the same as the median household income for the City of Los               
Angeles ($54,432 as of 2016). While there will be no residential units planned in              
Taylor Yard, residential units framed as luxury apartments will be available on            
the west bank of the river, including the 40-unit Allesandro Street complex, the             
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30-unit Coolidge Place, and the 52-unit 1901 Blake Avenue apartment complex           
(Barragan, 2018). Even though the median household income is significantly          
higher than that of Boyle Heights ($38,815), Elysian Valley still holds all the             
qualities mentioned to produce gentrification. Unlike Boyle Heights, this case          
study demonstrates the need for reframing the definition of gentrification as           
“inner-city revitalization” or “regeneration”, combined with the hegemonic status         
of “sustainability” and “restoration” which ignore and obfuscate the ways in           
which vulnerable populations are displaced, marginalized, and even rendered         
invisible (Curran and Hamilton, 2018). Out of all the case studies, Elysian Valley             
obtains all the ingredients for there to be widespread displacement of current            
residents. The increase of demand and capital will depoliticize the ways in which             
these unjust socio-spatial relations are reinforced. 
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Figure 12. Percentage of renters in Elysian Valley, 2017.  
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Studio City 
Studio City gets its name from a film producer in 1927 who purchased 20              
acres of land dedicated to studios. Today, the area is an integral part of              
Hollywood filmmaking today, with some studios, such as CBS Studios and           
Universal Studios, located along the Los Angeles River. Due to the large studios             
that consume much of the Los Angeles River today, this section will explore the              
ways in which the City of Los Angeles has promoted private-public partnerships            
between the City and the respective studios. This case study is different from             
Boyle Heights and Elysian Valley in many different ways. Studio City is the first              
neighborhood studied in this thesis that is located in the San Fernando Valley, or              
the Valley, where the Los Angeles River officially begins. While the Valley is             
officially part of the City of Los Angeles, the San Fernando Valley could be              
analyzed as a city of its own. Almost completely urbanized, the Valley is home to               
1.77 million people and has a diverse set of landscapes, economies, and            
demographics. Additionally, Studio City, as will be further discussed, has a           
significantly richer and whiter population than the rest of the case studies.  
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Figure 13. Like Elysian Valley, almost all of the non-residential properties           
changing ownership occur directly along the Los Angeles River. This is due to             
historic patterns of investment that allowed industrial and commercial facilities          
to be placed almost exclusively along the river, while areas outside of the             
periphery of the River were historically residential.  
 
This case study is also different in respect to the Opportunity Areas.            
While Boyle Heights and Elysian Valley will both be neighborhoods who will            
experience some of the first five Opportunity Areas (Downtown Industrial Area           
and Taylor Yard, respectively), Studio City has ​two opportunity areas (Studio           
City - Cold Water Canyon to Whitsett Boulevard and Tujunga Wash Confluence)            
located within the neighborhood, neither of which will be carried out in the pilot              
series. Located on the westernmost part of Studio City, the first Opportunity Area             
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is Studio City - Coldwater Canyon to Whitsett Boulevard (Studio City OA for             
short). In the LARRMP, the City of Los Angeles calls this portion of the River as                
one of the “most built-out and constrained sections of the Los Angeles River”             
(City of Los Angeles, 2007, 6:45). While Boyle Heights and Elysian Valley are             
undergoing large public park projects, the same cannot be said for Studio City.             
The east bank of the Studio City OA is almost exclusively controlled by a private               
golf course, which explains why there are zero changes of properties from 2007 -              
2017 (See Figure 13). Due to its location along the LA River, the golf course has                
been a controversial site for years, between conservationists who want to buy the             
land to turn it into a park, the owners of the property, who want to create a senior                  
living complex, and other private speculators (Barragan, 2014). In late 2017, it            
was announced that an elite private school purchased the property to create            
“preserve as much open space as possible” and additionally build a community            
athletics center that will be available both to “student athletes and members of the              
Studio City community” (Chiland, 2017). On the other side of the river, the             
LARRMP directs commercial properties to reorient buildings to face the river and            
encourages uses such as cafes and restaurants to create a “vibrant and active             
riverfront environment”.  
The second Opportunity Area, Tujunga Wash Confluence, has similar         
spatial speculation patterns as the Studio City OA. On the west bank, a lot of the                
change of ownership properties are clustered around CBS Studios. Unlike the           
Studio City OA, the Tujunga Wash Confluence is the location for CBS Studios,             
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which offers the City of Los Angeles the opportunity to partner with a major              
private film studio. Because this Opportunity Area is also not part of the first five               
pilot programs, it is still unclear as of 2019 what the development plans are              
between CBS Studios and the City of Los Angeles. As for the east bank of the                
River, while there is no golf course, there are also no non-residential changes of              
ownership, due to the area being almost exclusively residential. 
Studio City’s median income is significantly higher than the rest of the            
case studies. According to the 2017 American Community Survey, the median           
household income in Studio City is $121,976, compared to the city’s $54,432 (as             
of 2016). This median household income is larger than that of Boyle Heights and              
Elysian Valley combined. It is worth noting that while Boyle Heights and Elysian             
Valley are preparing to build public parks along with new residential and            
commercial buildings, the LARRMP shows little plans to install residential units           
or change zoning geared towards residential uses in the Studio City corridor along             
the Los Angeles River. In a matter of fact, the Sportsmen’s Lodge anticipates to              
convert its space into a planned 98,000 square-foot private retail center that will             
host 24,000 square feet of restaurant space, a 30,000 square-foot gym, and and             
37,500 square feet of miscellaneous retail. Drawing inspiration from Tom          
Sawyer’s Island in Disneyland, the new landscape will provide a consumerist           
wonderland, while no residential units are planned. This is a reflection of the             
phenomenon known as NIMBYism, or “not in my backyard”. Due to its more             
affluent status, Studio City has perceived a potential increase of residential           
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properties as unpleasant and endangering to the charm of the neighborhood, and            
has proposed developing more retail and commercial centers along the River           
instead.  
Studio City also has the lowest percentage of renters out of the four case              
studies, with 45.8% of the population being renters. Gentrification is not often            
studied in neighborhoods that are affluent such as Studio City. However, with the             
land value almost certainly expected to rise, there will surely be some extent of              
displacement among renters. Along with the fact that the percentage of white            
citizens in Studio City is higher than that in Boyle Heights, Elysian Valley, and              
Reseda combined, gentrification issues such as displacement will most likely not           
be perceived as a race issue, but more purely as a socio-economic issue. Overall,              
the LARRMP positions Studio City in relation to the Los Angeles River as an              
economic opportunity to boost consumerism in the area, prioritizing economic          
furtherment over residential or open-space needs (City of Los Angeles, 2007,           
6:46). Along with walking along the river, shoppers and businesses will enjoy a             
dedicated economy-contributing zone of restaurants, shops, and other retail         
businesses.  
 
Reseda 
Reseda is the last community that is critically analyzed in this thesis. Like             
Studio City, Reseda is also located in the San Fernando Valley. Once an             
agricultural community, the neighborhood saw a large suburban increase         
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post-World War II. Today, the neighborhood has an above-average median          
household income, is very diverse, and is home to half renters and half owners.  
Similar to Studio City on another front, Reseda also has an opportunity area that              
will not be one of the first five pilots. However, unlike Studio City, the              
opportunity area planned in Reseda is oriented more towards community          
development. Through the reconfiguration of Reseda High School and Reseda          
Park, the Opportunity Area aims to restore functional riparian habitat while still            
creating a neighborhood open space. According to the LARRMP, the improved           
Reseda Park open space “can provide a recreation and open space destination that             
embraces the Los Angeles River” (City of Los Angeles, 2007, 6:45). Even            
though the eastern bank of the River in Studio City is predominantly residential,             
there was no discussion in the LARRMP about community development or           
solidification. Conversely, it is interesting that there is little discussion of           
commercial development along the Los Angeles River in Reseda.  
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Figure 14. Unlike the other case studies, Reseda has experienced little change of             
ownership along the River. The River is perceived by the existing community            
as potential for community development, not residential or commercial.  
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Compared to the other case studies, Reseda is experiencing little change of            
ownership along the River. The highest changes of ownership occur on Reseda’s            
two main streets, Reseda Boulevard and Sherman Way. In terms of change of             
ownership along the river, there have been less than 10 changes of ownership             
between the years 2007 and 2017 (Figure 14). While there will be some             
residential units planned, such as the 205-unit complex planned on Reseda           
Boulevard half a mile away from the river, the river is not being utilized for               
economic development, but rather community development. Even though Reseda         
consists of majority minority demographics like Boyle Heights and Elysian          
Valley, Reseda’s relatively high homeownership rate and lack of non-residential          
change of ownership along the River do not position the neighborhood to be in              
eminent danger of displacement and therefore gentrification.  
Reseda is still experiencing change of ownership, but the properties          
changing ownership are not related to the Los Angeles River. While the other             
case study neighborhoods are figuratively and literally reorienting their buildings          
to make the Los Angeles River the centerpiece of the neighborhood, the same can              
not be said for Reseda. Furthermore, if gentrification were to occur in Reseda, it              
would stem from the commercial core of Reseda (the intersection of Reseda            
Boulevard and Sherman Way) rather than along the River, due to where the             
highest levels of change of ownership occur. Reseda possesses the elements           
aforementioned to develop gentrification: properties have consistently changed        
ownership in the past decade, the government is planning to spend millions on             
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neighborhood facilities along the River, and the neighborhood was previously          
yellowlined (Figure 10). However, for the sake of this thesis gentrification must            
be studied through its relationship with the river, and despite its location along the              
river and the elements prepared to catalyze the processes of gentrification, private            
investment is not happening nearly at the same rate in Reseda as it is in the other                 
three neighborhoods studied.  
Reseda then acts as a counter case in relation to the other case studies.              
Despite the area historically being yellowlined and experiencing non-residential         
change of ownership, it is doubtful that the units changing ownership are            
affiliated with the river revitalization process. Even though Boyle Heights also           
has non-residential changes of ownership that are distant from the river, there are             
infrastructure projects funded specifically for the Los Angeles River, especially          
the Green Street initiatives, that will function as connecting the neighborhood           
socially and physically closer to the River. Despite its inescapable          
transformation, Reseda’s portion of the Los Angeles River isn’t perceived as a            
potential catalyst for increasing land value. The geography of gentrification along           
the Los Angeles River therefore is complex and contingent on contextual           
investment patterns. In Boyle Heights and Studio City, the River is largely seen             
by city planners as a potential for economic growth that is designed for all city               
residents and the metropolitan community at large. Even in Elysian Valley,           
where there won’t be major commercial development, the open space is being            
designed to be an amenity for all the city-dwellers and tourists. The portion along              
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the river in Reseda is largely being built for the pre-existing community, with             
little interest in using the River for furthering their economic growth and            
attracting new residents. It is both from the community’s emphasis on           
community-oriented infrastructure and the private sector’s lack of interest along          
the river in Reseda that will not bring the processes of gentrification to the region. 
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Conclusion 
The economic and ecological potential of the Los Angeles River in recent            
years has encouraged politicians to perceive the river as a valuable asset that             
represents Los Angeles, serving as a physical and symbolic seam that would            
weave the diverse social, urban, and physical fabric of Los Angeles. Furthermore,            
as Los Angeles strives to maintain its status as a world class city (implementation              
of a new multi-billion dollar funded metro, hosting the olympics, etc.), the river             
will serve as the centerpiece of the ​new Los Angeles; the Los Angeles River is not                
just a public space in Los Angeles, it will be the ​defining public space of Los                
Angeles. Ecological restoration projects such as the Los Angeles River occur           
through development and planning efforts claiming to be social and          
environmental responses to underdeveloped urban landscapes (Wolch, 2014).        
However, this sensitive development is frequently motivated by ethics that appeal           
to wealthy, environmentally conscious residents, while excluding the needs and          
interests of current residents all in the name of sustainability (Checker, 2011,            
Curran and Hamilton, 2018). Ongoing state and city urban policies that have            
promoted gentrification are reframing the image of gentrification as an inner-city           
“revitalization” or “regeneration,” combined with the hegemonic status of         
“sustainability” as an indisputable urban policy agenda (Curran and Hamilton,          
2018). The Los Angeles River revitalization efforts introduce new spatial and           
temporal dimensions of gentrification as the river increases the rent gap of            
riverside land (Curran and Hamilton, 2018) that have not been critically           
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acknowledged in gentrification literature (Lees, 2012). Rent gaps are continuing          
to be filled for undervalued land (Smith, 1987) in new spatial dimensions in the              
name of ecological restoration (Anguelovski, 2018). This thesis addresses the          
lack of literature addressing the concepts that focus on gentrification as a ​regional             
and ​city-wide​ process, which I illustrate through GCWIPs. 
This thesis uses Los Angeles to address the challenges of dealing with            
different geographical scales while studying gentrification (Lees, 2012). Because         
a city like LA is dominated by its Latinx population, a ‘cosmopolitan approach’             
can be brought to bear on a developed world city (Robinson, 2006) and is a good                
place to begin to look for alternative comparative frames. In my thesis, I analyze              
Los Angeles as a global city, while recognizing the elements of it being a ‘third               
world city’ in a ‘first world city’ (Rieff, 1992). While the ultimate purpose of this               
research is to contribute to a literature concerned with the relationship between            
green infrastructure projects and gentrification, it is necessary to recognize the           
spatial and temporal contexts of Los Angeles. The literature I use vastly covers             
American cities, often which are growing global cities (e.g. New York, Atlanta).            
However, city-wide green infrastructure projects with the intent of drawing in           
capital are occurring in all different sized cities all around the world. That being              
said, this thesis sheds light on Los Angeles’ role in green infrastructure projects in              
relation to gentrification in other growing global cities (e.g. Seattle, Rio, Mumbai)            
versus shrinking cities (e.g. Milwaukee, Cleveland) and even recovering cities          
(e.g. Philadelphia, Sheffield). As cities start implementing city-wide green         
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infrastructure projects to draw in capital (Anguelovski, 2018), the social and built            
environments affected and the spatial patterns of capital speculation warrant          
further research.  
This thesis evaluates gentrification through examining historic and current         
spatial patterns of real estate speculation. The historic patterns are determined by            
critically assessing redlining patterns. Due to its variety of economic, political           
and cultural forces, central Los Angeles throughout the 20th century was           
substantially redlined, and was the nucleus of residential disinvestment and          
immobile capital in Los Angeles. Areas along the LA River in central Los             
Angeles almost entirely functioned as wholesale or industrial services. Starting in           
the early 21st century, however, massive regional economic restructuring in a           
post-Fordist economy led to a change in land use policies, zoning changes, and             
other “adaptive reuse” measures that converted these former industrial spaces          
“into newly viable commercial and residential ones in hopes of attracting an            
urban, creative class demographic” (Curran and Hamilton, 2018, pp. 183).          
Central Los Angeles neighborhoods such as the Arts District, Hollywood, and           
Downtown were rebranded as vibrant, culturally authentic, and livable         
neighborhoods (Marguardt and Fuller, 2012, Molotch, 1996, Vincent, 2013).  
The Los Angeles River always served as the centripetal force that attracted            
Fordist economy-oriented industries in Los Angeles, due to its centrality, access           
to rail (also conveniently along the River), and access to interstate highways. As             
the Los Angeles economy deindustrialized and the remaining industries became          
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decentralized, the whole region of central Los Angeles became designated as an            
incredibly risky investment opportunity area, and therefore redlined. Analyzing         
redlining practices has often been used in gentrification to understand investment           
patterns and city-wide segregation on a local scale (Rothstein, 2017, Lees, Slater,            
& Wyly, 2008, Reft, 2017). However, this is not to say that every area along the                
river became redlined. The entirety of its northern half was at some point also              
zoned as industrial, but did not merit a redlined status (Figure 1), due to presumed               
racially charged factors when designating the HOLC grade of a neighborhood.           
The rates at which formerly redlined neighborhoods change ownership along the           
Los Angeles River is higher than the City’s average. While some of these             
neighborhoods such as Boyle Heights have moved away from the river, these            
neighborhoods’ history of disinvestment due to the emphasis on industrial          
properties are directly linked to the location of the Los Angeles River.  
Especially after the 2013 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Ecosystem          
Restoration Feasibility Study and adoption of Alternative 20 in 2014, a flurry of             
riverside real estate transactions have occurred along the whole river (Curran and            
Hamilton, 2018). As the access to acquiring properties has decreased and has            
subsequently led to increasing land values all throughout Los Angeles, the           
increased rates of speculation in previously disinvested areas has raised concern           
for displacement and gentrification for river communities. This thesis found that           
while the rate of properties changing ownership in formerly blue and greenlined            
neighborhoods decreased to around 1% property change per year, red and           
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yellowlined neighborhoods along the Los Angeles River have had much higher           
rates of change of ownership, 4% during peak speculation (Figure 6). The            
acquisition of properties along formerly red and yellowlined neighborhoods         
combined with an arterial ecological revitalization supported by the government          
has allowed the little remaining affordable properties along the Los Angeles River            
to be consumed in a pattern that contributes to both the rent gap (Smith, 1987) and                
green gap (Anguelovski, 2018) literatures.  
Behind the American fascination of implementing a world-class amenity         
comprised of city and wilderness, there is a constant dilemma for planners to             
accommodate an oscillating demand between the visions of a global city and the             
wishes of the local community (Wolch, 2007). The compromised plans amounted           
to 20 different “Opportunity Areas” which are dedicated zones (determined by the            
City) that will ideally act as a catalyst for reinvestment or further investment.             
That being considered, it is important to point out that the five pilot Opportunity              
Areas (Canoga Park, River Glen, Taylor Yard, the Chinatown-Cornfields Area,          
and the Downtown Industrial Area) are all located in previously redlined,           
low-income, communities of color. These areas were chosen for their most           
potential to “revitalize”, but while their potential stems from decades of           
disinvestment, contemporary high rates of change of ownership which is argued           
to be an indicator of ​over​investment, has the potential to displace residents of             
these communities today.  
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More affluent, suburban communities along the River have prioritized less          
open space. Studio City has opted for zoning changes that encourage businesses            
to orient their businesses facing the River, and has given the green light to              
developers to make more shopping complexes (e.g. Sportsmen’s Lodge). Reseda          
has prioritized community development, adding more community centers and         
refurbishing parts of the local high school. Whether due to more available space,             
less participation, or need for economic development, residential developers are          
setting their eyes on inner city neighborhoods such as Boyle Heights and Elysian             
Valley considerably more than Studio City and Reseda. It is the centrally-located,            
historically disinvested neighborhoods, such as Boyle Heights and Elysian Valley          
that are being bolstered for the opportunity areas, affirmed by the maximization of             
investment and in-migration, hidden under the guise of sustainability and          
economic prosperity.  
There is no doubt that individual neighborhoods are being affected by the            
Los Angeles River revitalization efforts, but the way in which neighborhoods are            
affected are contingent upon their locational and spatial status. Suburban          
neighborhoods such as Reseda and Studio City are using the river as a motive to               
solidify neighborhood identity (community development and economic       
development, respectively). However, neighborhoods in the center and central         
fringe in Los Angeles are under a rebranding process that often negate and ignore              
the pre-existing communities. Recently, the eastern section of Downtown Los          
Angeles has been rebranded as the “Arts District,” and historically middle-income           
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and Latinx communities along the River are subdued to large residential           
complexes catering to higher income demographics (Figure 15). Ultimately, the          
Los Angeles River is not being built as an amendment to current riverside             
communities. Rather, the Los Angeles River is a project that seems to be catered              
towards a new creative class, world elite that will serve as a representation of the               
city’s world status.  
 
Figure 15. A new apartment complex being built in Elysian Valley, a            
neighborhood that is currently 22% white with a median household          
income of $52,218. This apartment complex, Coolidge Place, will be          
offering new residences from the $800,000s.  
 
While the Los Angeles River is a city-wide transformation, it is           
low-income and communities of color that have the most potential to being            
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negatively impacted at a rate that is disproportionate. As discussed in Chapter 3,             
it is unlikely for Studio City and Reseda to experience large amounts of             
displacement, and therefore gentrification. However, as the urban neighborhoods         
and communities on the urban fringe prepare for the new river, the neighborhoods             
must also arrange for the incoming tide of community rebranding that seeks to             
tether more to a global, metropolitan identity rather than a local, communal            
identity.  
This thesis has shown that gentrification is no longer only occurring on a             
local, neighborhood scale, due to city-wide infrastructure projects such as the Los            
Angeles revitalization efforts. In both academic and policy-making spheres,         
gentrification must be acknowledged as a process that can affect more than just             
singular neighborhoods through patterns of private investment; neighborhoods are         
being created or rebranded to appeal to a larger, cosmopolitan identity.           
Acknowledging the role green city-wide infrastructure projects (GCWIPs) such as          
the Los Angeles River play in the context of the geographies of gentrification can              
be used to help scholars and policy makers predict which communities will be             
impacted in other cities undergoing similar processes.  
Many of the neighborhoods along the river undergoing processes of          
gentrification were previously redlined. Furthermore, redlining had its biggest         
impact on segregation, not through its discriminatory evaluations of individual          
mortgage applicants, but in its financing of entire subdivisions, in many cases            
entire suburbs, as racially exclusive white enclaves. Today, policy makers can           
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examine the historic patterns of investment and understand how modern spatial           
patterns of investment (in this thesis examined through change of ownership)           
have the opportunity to create place-based identities without necessarily the          
consultation and representation of the actual residents. Since the government (on           
the city, state, and national level) provides leadership and financing for these            
GCWIPs, if the government wants to be responsible for mitigating the negative            
impacts of gentrification, it is therefore the responsibility for all scales of            
government to explicitly address the negative impacts of these city-wide          
infrastructure projects. Left to their own devices, market forces and institutional           
racism will generate increasing environmental, social, and physical inequality         
from urban-greening initiatives (Gould and Lewis, 2017). Urban greening that          
increases inequality undermines the social conditions necessary to increase those          
near the bottom of the stratification system.  
Today, New York’s High Line remains controversial due to the fact that it             
similarly was built to revive New York City’s cosmopolitan identity, not to revive             
the identities of the adjacent neighborhoods. However, with proper community          
outreach, policy, and city planning (which many local organizations have been           
very proactive in), there can be a middle ground between building city-wide green             
infrastructure projects that appeal to both the local communities and to the rest of              
the city and even the world. When approaching the negative effects of            
gentrification, it is essential for policy makers to constantly attempt to mitigate            
major forms of displacement. Without any state intervention, the neoliberal state           
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is going to drive gentrification. Gentrification has changed related to the larger            
political and economic processes in which capital is flowing and in which            
post-Keynesian governance handles that capital (Hackworth and Smith, 2001).         
As the flow of capital reaches remote neighborhoods and new spatial dimensions,            
the economic forces driving gentrification have evolved temporally and spatially          
(Hackworth and Smith, 2001).  
It is completely possible to create a river that appeals to both the local and               
global communities without displacing economically-deprived communities of       
color. First of all, there needs to be more government action through zoning             
changes and a constant push for affordable housing. Throughout all of the            
planning process, non-profits, city planners, and government officials must         
constantly ask who this project is really for. Communities take decades to form,             
and a river project has the potential to destroy them in a matter of years.               
Increasingly there has been a consensus around a “slow park” movement that calls             
for pre-emptive community engagement, subsidies and investment in affordable         
housing, and a focus on keeping the communities benefiting from these public            
investments from being displaced (Sisson, 2018).  
Any large infrastructure project such as the Los Angeles River will           
undoubtedly further those processes. Instead of being perceived as an          
unavoidable threat, city-wide infrastructure projects can be used as an important           
tool to begin a proactive, rather than a reactive, approach to the phenomenon we              
call gentrification. There are multiple solutions. Primarily, there needs to be a            
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continual emphasis on a place-based politics (Bliss, 2017, Rigolon and Németh,           
2018). Then, gentrification can be proactively approached through regulating or          
incentivizing affordable housing near public investments, rent control,        
inclusionary zoning, density bonuses, and legalizing accessory dwelling units         
(also known as granny flats) to preserve both old and new identities sharing the              
same space. There is no doubt that any city-wide green infrastructure project is             
an enormous physical engineering feat. However, citywide infrastructure projects         
such as the Los Angeles River should additionally be viewed as a social             
engineering project, for these projects have the capability of reproducing the           
spatial, social, ethnic, and racial divides our government has so desperately tried            
to repair.  
The patterns and processes of gentrification were once followed and          
predicted through “welfare state” government investment and policy focused on          
social programs that would help the poor (Moskowitz, 2017, Hackworth and           
Smith, 2001). However, as the scale of corporate capital has grown, cities across             
America have embraced neoliberal governments that have promoted ​laissez-faire         
free-market policies, limited regulation, and cut public spending in essential          
services (Harvey, 2005, Rigolon and Németh, 2018). Even though social          
programs have decreased, government spending has never stopped increasing         
(Moscowitz, 2017). The only difference today is that social programs are not            
prioritized, and government spending is often aimed towards subsidizing         
redevelopment, which as many cases show, ultimately benefits the rich (Rigolon           
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and Németh, 2018). Today, private development interests conduct the notes in           
the gentrification orchestra, not local government intervention. The neoliberal         
state has become the agent of, rather than the regulator of, the market. Public              
policy and investment were once indicators for predicting gentrification, but now           
only serve as reactive approaches to mitigating the negative results of private            
investment.  
It is possible to prevent the Los Angeles River from becoming an elitist             
playground for wealthier residents, and rather to have the river cater to the local              
communities’ needs. In the age of restructuring cities into a neoliberal           
framework, it is necessary to create proactive public policies that are cognizant of             
the ways in which both private and public patterns of investment can impact             
disadvantaged communities. Gentrification and displacement were once       
unintended consequences of social and environmental justice activism (Checker,         
2011). Now however, policy makers consciously take on grandiose projects such           
as the Los Angeles River to attract global capital, fully knowing these have the              
potential to fail to address citizens’ most basic needs (Anguelovski et al., 2018,             
Wolch et al., 2014). Many US cities have implemented strategies to increase the             
supply of urban green space, but this paradoxically can create environmental           
justice problems as the neighborhoods benefitted become less accessible by the           
poor existing residents who get displaced (Wolch et al., 2014). These urban            
greening interventions can create elite enclaves and as these projects move           
beyond inner-city boundaries, it is time to create a multi-scalar research frame to             
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assess flows of financial resources and global investors into urban greening across            
both space and place. This thesis is a stepping stone toward understanding how             
projects such as the Los Angeles River have the potential to create and reinforce              
environmental privilege for elites within the city and also for urban elites across             
the world. If done successfully, policy makers can analyze spatial patterns of            
private and public investment to provide a framework for future urban policy that             
transcends the limitations of urban sustainability and resilience and to ultimately           
create more just and green cities.  
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Appendix 
 
 
Figure A. 606 Region circled in      
brown (IHS, 2017).  
Ever since funding was secured,     
single family house prices have risen      
around the 606. Photo credit (IHS,      
2016, 9).  
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Figure B. Change of Ownership in City of Los Angeles.  
 
 
 
Figure C. Change of Ownership along Los Angeles River. Similar to the            
city-wide data, the number of properties changing ownership has decreased          
since 2007. 
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Figure D. Properties in Los Angeles changing ownership have a significantly           
higher chance of being in red or yellowlined areas.  
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Figure E. Government investment (mostly from U.S. Army Corps of          
Engineers, but also city and state funding) has distributed investment          
quite equally throughout the Los Angeles River. 
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Figure F. Table summarizing key differences in the different case studies. 
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Figure G. Opportunity Areas according to the city of Los Angeles. The circles             
in red are the designated pilot programs. Photo source: Chapter 6 of the 2007              
Los Angeles River Revitalization Plan.  
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Figure H. While none of Boyle Heights (using the boundaries defined by            
the city of Los Angeles) touches the Los Angeles River, the area            
between the river and Boyle Heights will likely draw in many new            
residents. Once inhabited, the area today, which is largely uninhabited          
and is home to warehouses, post-industrial sites, and railroads, will be           
considered part of Boyle Heights.  
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Figure I. Downtown Industrial Area river improvements according to the City           
of Los Angeles. Photo source: Chapter 6 of the 2007 Los Angeles River             
Revitalization Master Plan.  
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Figure J. The average median household income in Boyle Heights (as of 2017)             
was $38,815, while the median household income in Los Angeles (as of 2016)             
was $54,432. 
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Figure K. View of the Los Angeles River in Reseda. Note that both sides of               
the river are almost entirely residential. There are little plans to build            
commercial or denser residential units.  
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Figure L. Top photos indicate the present       
status of the Los Angeles River in Studio        
City. The bottom photo is Ventura      
Boulevard, where commercial buildings    
are by no means centered towards the       
River.  
 
 
 
Figure M. Elysian Valley, a neighborhood that is currently 22% white with a             
median household income of $52,218 is experiencing an influx of shops that            
cater towards whiter demographics. This photo shows a coffee shop on the left             
and a bicycle shop on the right, with the Los Angeles River in the back. Note                
that almost every person in the photo is not of color.  
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Figure N. The current status of the industrial area directly west of Boyle             
Heights, filled with graffiti and homeless encampments. Bridges going over          
the Los Angeles River such as this one (East 1st Street) are planned to become               
Green Streets that will connect Downtown and the Los Angeles River to the             
community of Boyle Heights.  
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